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EDITOR'S MEMO

YOU'VE GOT U
On June 7 of this year,
the Federal Communica-

tions Commission issued a Notice Of Inquiry
into its Radio Operator

Licensing program.

The purpose of this
Notice Of Inquiry was "to
solicit comments or rec-

ommendations from in-

For some as yet unex-

plainable reason, few
members of the consumer electronic service
industry were notified of
this official FCC inquiry.
In fact, the editorial staff
of ET/D did not learn of

the Notice Of Inquiry
until November 9, when
Merrill See, thd owner/

terested parties concerning changes or revisions
which the public believes
should be considered by
the Commission in its review of the rele-

called us to solicit our comments.

vancy of its radio operator rules to the
current state of the communications in-

comments has passed, I nevertheless

dustry."

Specific questions asked by the

Commission in its Notice Of Inquiry are:

Should the Commission drop its requirement that the adjustment, repair
and maintenance of radio transmitting
equipment be performed only by a per-

son holding either a First or Second
Class Radiotelephone License? (The
Commission refers to such licensed service technicians as 'Service Operators')

If the 'Service Operator' license requirements are retained, to what degree

should the 'Service Operator' be held

responsible for the technical performance of transmitting equipment which
he installs and/or services? (The Commission's present position is that the 'ul-

timate responsibility' for the proper
technical performance of the equipment

rests with the equipment owner, or
licensee).

Do current First and Second Class
Radiotelephone License examinations
accurately reflect the knowledge re-

quired to install and service today's
communications equipment?

Would it be more realistic for the
Commission to issue a 'basic operator/
technician' class of license with optional
specialized endorsements for specific

classes of equipment such as AM
Broadcasting, TV Broadcasting, Land
Mobile, etc.?

If retained, should the 'service

operator' type of licenses be issued for
the lifetime of the holder, or, as is current
policy, should they be issued for a five-

year period with no re-examination required for renewal, or should a five-year
re-examination be implemented to determine whether or not the technician's
ability has kept pace with technology?
The deadline originally set by the FCC

for comments and recommendations
regarding these questions was September 1, but, at the request of the National

Association of Broadcasters and the
Land Mobile Communications Section
of the Electronic Industries Association,

the deadline subsequently was extended to November 1.

operator of an electronics service firm in
Kalamazoo, Michigan,

Although the deadline for 'official'
will take this opportunity to make the
following personal observations regarding the areas covered by the Commission's inquiry:
ASSIGNMENT OF LEGAL RESPON-

SIBILITY-If the transmitter performance criteria established by the FCC is
really necessary to insure both optimum
utilization of the RF frequency spectrum

and quality communications with mini-

mum man-made interference, then
somebody has to be held legally responsible for insuring that the performance of the transmitting equipment
continues to meet established criteria
after it is purchased and put into use.

Responsibility Of The Owner-

Unless the owner of the equipment
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,.,
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formance of his or her transmitting

OMAHA. NB 68132

most types of transmitting equipment
can 'fail' in a manner which causes inter-

ference with other users of the frequency spectrum, yet still provides the
owner (or operator) the minimum quality
of communications he or she expects.
However, because most owners (and

operators) of transmitting equipment
have neither the knowledge nor technical skill needed to accurately determine
whether or not their equipment is performing in accordance with FCC criteria,
they realistically should not be held le-

gally responsible for making such a
judgment. Instead, their legal responsibility in the event of 'obvious' equipment
failure or upon notification of equipment
performance in violation of FCC criteria
should be limited to the requirement that
they immediately turn off the equipment
and turn it over to a technician qualified
to repair it.

Responsibility Of The Techni-

cian-Unless the servicing technician
also is assigned some degree of legal

continued on page 46
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28 E. 14th St.

(licensee) is assigned some degree of
legal responsibility for the technical perequipment, there will exist no real motivation for him or her to have it serviced
except when it fails to provide the minimum quality of communications which
he or she expects-and we all know that

1
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Sylvania
introduces the first
5-year warranty*
on picture tubes.
How can we give you a limited
warranty this good?
Because we have complete con-

fidence that our Color Bright 85®
picture tubes will outlast this 5 -year

warranty and keep on giving your
customers beautiful pictures.
We produce these tubes on the
same equipment as our All -New line
which is sold as original equipment
to TV set manufacturers.
It's terrific to be able to offer your
customers a high -quality tube with a
warranty like this at no risk to you.
There's good profit in it, too. So get
in touch with your local distributor
today, and get cracking on your first
five years.
*Limited Warranty, naturally.
It doesn't cover labor for replacing a tube.

IZEO SYLVANIA
GTE Sylvania, Electronic Components Group, 100 First Ave., Waltham, MA 02154
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YOU
CAN BE
SURE
MORE TIMES IN
MORE CIRCUITS
WITH SENCORE
DIGITAL
MULTIMETERS

SENCORE OVIVI35
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A NEW BREED OF DVM's
BACKED BY 25 YEARS OF

ALL AMERICAN CRAFTSMANSHIP, WITH SIX EXCLUSIVE FEATURES, SO
YOU CAN BE MORE SURE,

MORE OFTEN

AND ALL WITH HI & LO
POWER OHMS FOR MEAS-

URING ACCURATELY IN
SOLID STATE CIRCUITS.
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DVM35

$124

3 digit LED display,
1% DCV accuracy,
battery or AC operated

B ONE THIRD LESS CIRCUIT LOADING to make

you sure that you are affecting the circuit being
tested as little as possible for more accurate measurements. Sencore digitals are 15 megohm, others are
10 megohm.
/7

4

2000 DCV range to make you sure that you can
measure TV boost volts, scope voltages, medical
equipment, etc. Other digitals stop at 1000 volts.
High voltage probe extends measuring capabilities to
50 KV.
Eij PROTECTED INSIDE AND OUT so you can be
sure that your meter is working and not in the repair

Drop it from 10 feet, apply 1000 volts overload and even apply volts on ohms accidentally and
Sencore digitals keep right on working.
shop.

NEWS OF THE INDUSTRY
Texas Survey Provides An Electronic Service Dealer Profile

A survey of Texas area electronic service dealers conducted by the Texas Electronic
Association (TEA) earlier this year, and reported in TEA Times, revealed that:
*Home service calls in Texas cities over 100,000 were priced from $10.95 to $30, with
an average of $18. In cities less than 100,000 the rates ranged from $7.50 to $28.50,
with an average of $14.
*50% of the dealers were mainly in service with some sales -27% were strong in both
sales and service-and 23% were service only.
*The average service -only dealer in the survey reported a net profit of 10%. The
average sales and service dealer reported a net profit of 6%-and 75% of all surveyed
said they made more money in 1975 than in 1974.
*The largest operator in the survey employed 11 outside technicians, but the average
shop had only one outside technician.
*A 40 -hour work week for service personnel was reported by 61% of the dealers with
answers varying from 35 hours to 60 hours.
*The average service calls per day in large cities was 8-and in small communities, 7.
*Outside accountants were employed by 77% for the firm's bookkeeping.
*42% had been in business 5 years or less -10% had been in business from 5 to 10
years -17% from 10 to 20 years-and 28% for more than 20 years.
GTE Sylvania Will Realign TV Manufacturing Operations To Meet Foreign Competition

An effort to "meet unfair price competition from foreign sources" is the reason given by
GTE Sylvania for their consolidation of all color TV final assembly operations in one U.S.
facility. GTE Sylvania is a subsidiary of General Telephone & Electronics Corporation.
Frank R. Lann, senior vice president of the company's Entertainment Products group,
said that all final assembly of Sylvania and Philco color television sets in the U.S. will be

consolidated in the group's Smithfield, N.C. manufacturing facility beginning Jan. 1,
1977.

"The increasing penetration of the U.S. color television market by certain Japanese
manufacturers, using unfair competitive practices, is forcing American set manufactur4 / ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN'DEALER. DECEMBER 1976
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DVM36 $148
3% digit LED display,
.5% DCV accuracy,
battery or AC operated

ISO

DCV12
PUSH
ON

DVM32

need it.

Push the button on the probe on the

DVM35 and DVM36 and only then do you start drawing current from your battery. An automatic patented circuit does the
same job for you automatically when you apply voltage to the
DVM32. The DVM38 is AC operated.

t
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DVM38
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100%
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$348

3'/2 digit LED display,
.1% DCV accuracy,
AC operated, auto -ranging,
auto -zero, king size pushbuttons

3% digit LED display,
.5% DCV accuracy,
battery or AC operated
with automatic battery saver

18 BATTERY SAVING FEATURES WHEN INSTRUMENT IS NOT IN USE so you can be sure
that your meter will be ready the next time you

20n
200.11

100% MADE RIGHT LIFETIME GUARANTEE
so you can be sure your meter was made right. If
at any time you discover that a Sencore DVM was
not made right, Sencore will make it right, parts and
labor free of charge, for the lifetime of the product.

Plus other "make sure" features such as - direct reading with no
paralax error - no effect from magnetic fields such as motors &
RF fields - lab accuracy with high resolution - auto -polarity
auto -zeroing and auto -ranging on the DVM38 . . . and you can
see why you can be sure more times, in more circuits, than with
any other multimeter on the market today - and for less money
than old fashioned analog meters.
.

El 10 DAY FREE TRIAL to be sure that Sencore
digitals are all that we say they are. Simply march

p''<,(S46
\V`" into your Sencore distributor and ask for a free trial

V

or pay cash with a promise of a 10 day money back
guarantee, if not 100% satisfied. Or, write Sencore, and we will
see that our distributor contacts you.

CD 1=t

3200 SENCORE DRIVE
SIOUX FALLS, S.D. 57107

...for more details circle 123 on Reader Service Card

ers to adopt extreme measures to remain competitive," Lann said. "We intend to meet
this competition. However, to do so we are forced to make internal adjustments in our
production strategy."
"We deeply regret that this decision to consolidate will require the layoff of 488 hourly
and salaried employees of the current 1,200 Batavia employees," Lann said.
Headquarters for the Entertainment Products Group, however, will remain in
Batavia.
FCC Says Most CB Interference Of TV Is Caused By TV Set Design

The FCC decision in October that generally upheld CB rules on radiation standards
and denied the television industry's petitions for stricter CB radiation standards contained a condemnation of the interference susceptibility of TV receivers. As reported in
TV Digest, a memo from the Safety & Special Bureau of the FCC said, "Although it is
quite true that harmonic radiation from some Class D transmitters causes TV interference some of the time to some TV receivers, it is equally true that the majority of
complaints received by the FCC result directly from poor TV receiver design, lack of
adequate filtering in TV receivers presently on the market, and inability of TV receivers
adequately to reject unwanted or adjacent -channel signals."
A spokesman for the FCC, according to the report, expressed hope that TV manufacturers would voluntarily improve designs, in that the FCC currently has no jurisdiction
over the aspect of TV receiver design.
Whirlpool To Sell TV Business of Warwick to Sanyo

Pending stockholder and government approval, the Whirlpool Corporation has agreed
to sell the controlling interest in the TV business of their subsidiary, Warwick Elec-

tronics, to Sanyo Electric. According to Consumer Electronics Daily, "Sanyo will acquire
all of Whirlpool's stock interest in the new subsidiary for $10.3 million, or $4.16 a share,
and Sanyo will offer to buy the stock interest of other shareholders with the exception of
25 per cent interest held by Sears, Roebuck.
Channel Master Announces A "Retrofit Or Swap" Option To Cb'ers

Another CB manufacturer, Channel Master, has announced a program to convert their
DECEMBER 1976, ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN/DEALER /
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23 -channel models to 40 -channel operation. The Channel Master approach will allow
purchasers of 23 -channel sets the conversion privilege over the next 21/2 years, or until
June 30, 1979. The buyer has the option of either returning his 23 -channel unit for
conversion to 40 channels, or he can return the receiver in exchange for a comparable
40 -channel model. Depending on the model, conversion prices will be $39.95 and $44.95,
and exchange prices will be $69.95 and $74.95.
RCA Continues to Convert Factory Distributorships To Private Ownership

RCA has converted their factory -branch distributorship for TV receivers and other
products in Atlanta to private ownership. The Atlanta operation is the fifth branch of the
RCA Distributing Corporation to be turned over to independent ownership in the past
two years. The new distributor, the Southco Sales Corporation, will be headed by William
T. Blamire, president, who had been with RCA since 1967.
Only three RCA -owned distributorships are left in the country now. They are in
Detroit, Los Angeles and San Francisco.
The Winter CES For 1977 In Chicago Is Sold Out

The fifth annual Winter Consumer Electronics Show, January 13-16, at the Conrad
Hilton Hotel in Chicago promises to be the largest Winter Show ever held. "We're sold
out," Bill Glasgow, show manager, said, "with over 325 exhibitors in the show this year
compared to 275 last year-and we have a waiting list of over 30 exhibitor applicants.
Part of the Show's expansion is attributed to the increase in CB radios and accessories
exhibitors which total more than 100. Also, more than 15 exhibitors of video home games
have signed up.
Newcom '77 To Place More Emphasis On Industrial Electronics

The 1977 Newcom Show, to be held in Las Vegas, May 1 to 5, will focus more attention
on the industrial electronics segment of the industry, with panel discussions planned for
OEM and MRO distributors. In a report in Electronic Buyers' News, Newcom Show
executive vice president David Fisher said that "industrial electronics distributors at

last year's Newcom-which comprised about one-third of the exhibitors-were overwhelmed by the frenzy created by citiziens' band radio exhibits."
New Trade Show Just For Audio Dealers To Make Debut In 1977

Billed as the "first trade event ever devoted wholly and entirely to the audio industry,"
Audex will make its debut April 25-28 in Las Vegas. A spokesman for the sponsoring
organization, the International Audio Exposition, said that with an annual volume of
over 6.3 billion dollars, "the audio industry needs its own trade show where the display
and demonstration of its products are primary and not subordinated to the exhibit of
extraneous and incompatible items."
To learn more, write: Audex, 311 Madison Ave., New York, N.Y. 10017.
ISCET Yearbook To Include Directory of CET's

The International Society of Certified Electronic Technicians (ISET) will add a CET
Directory system to the 1977-78 Electronic Service Industry Yearbook, soon to be published. A recent survey by ISCET indicated that a majority of CETs consider a national
directory of CETs would be of value. All CETs who want to be included in the directory
are asked to send their name, address, telephone number, and CET number, along with
$5.00 to: ISCET, 1715 Expo. Ln., Indianapolis, IN 46224. Deadline is Jan. 1, 1977.
PTS Opens Two New Servicenters For A Total of 42

New servicenters in Chicago and Omaha bring the total of tuner servicenters owned
and operated by PTS in the United States and Canada to 42. The Chicago servicenter,
now located in the suburb of Berkeley, was formerly Central Tuner Service, which PTS
recently purchased. The new PTS servicenter in Omaha is located at 5008 Dodge St., and
serves Nebraska and parts of Iowa.
National headquarters for PTS are in Bloomington, Indiana.
Co-op Advertising For CB To Increase

According to a report in Consumer Electronics Daily, retailers, distributors and manufacturers of CB radio are now relying more on co-op advertising to get the brand names
before the public, now that the CB boom has leveled off a bit. "Many distributors and
retailers are only now taking advantage of the co-op money available. When times were
good," the report indicated, "there was little need to advertise and the paperwork just
wasn't worth the trouble. Most CB suppliers have co-op programs-some very elaborate,

but each with its own little wrinkle."
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HEP NOTE

MOTOROL A

HEP
SE MICONOUC TORS

APPLY YOUR SKILLS TO THESE PROJECTS!
THEY'RE JUST WAITING FOR YOU TO TRY
IN THE NEW MOTOROLA HEP NOTES
Keeping up with the leading edge of
semiconductor technology is sometimes difficult
because of the rapid changes that are taking place.
HEP has found that one of the better ways to
maintain the knowledge necessary is to "do-it-

yourself" - keep up with the latest through a
"hands-on" program.
HEP NOTES are designed so that you can use
some of the newer technologies in a practical
manner by building projects that are not only
educational, but can be useful in your business.
Try one - we think you'll want to try them all!
They're available through local HEP distributors.

HEP NOTE 100 - An 80 Watt, 50 Ohm VHF

HEP NOTE 101 - A CMOS Tone Encoder Project
HEP NOTE 102 - TWO CMOS PROJECTS
1) CMOS Touch Switch Project
2) CMOS Programmable Time
Delay Circuit Project
HEP NOTE 103 -A CMOS Digital Clock Project
with Optional 12 or 24 Hour
Display
c_411_____1_1111P

Nora

MO

HEP NOTE 104 -A 99 Minute CMOS Timer
Project
HEP NOTE 105 -A Cordless, CMOS, Liquid
Crystal Display Clock Project
MOTOROL A

DISTRIBUTOR

SEE YOUR

HEP

.

TODAY!

SEMICONDUCTORS

MOTOROLA

ER

SEMICONDUCTORS

Inc.
MOTOROLA SemiconductorAZ.Products
85036
HEP/MRO Operations - P. 0. Box 20902 - Phoenix,
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TECHNICAL
LITERATURE

antennas, the principle of co -

ucts described are: synthesized

& Development, 340 Steward Avenue,
Addison, Ill. 60101.

grammable color TV system, an audio
control center, scanners, and a freezer
alarm. Available free from The Heath

induction, and full specifications are
included. Free from Avanti Research

Sound Systems And Components
are presented with photos and descriptions in a new 12 -page, 3 -color catalog
from Argos Sound. Included is a selec-

tion of sound columns, a portable
sound system, baffle/speakers, wall

baffles and CB base and mobile speakers. Specification include weights and

measures in standard and metric sys-

tems. Free from Argos Sound, 600
South Sycamore, Genoa, Ill 60135.

RF Semiconductors for linear applications are described in a new 12 -page

booklet form TRW. The booklet con-

tains complete data for hybrids and
discretes for RF linear applications
from microwatts to kilowatts of output
from 1 MHz to 4 GHz. It includes spe-

cifications, application block diagrams and reliability notes. Available
free from TRW RF Semiconductors,

14520 Aviation Blvd., Lawndale,
Calif. 90260.

Test Instruments for industry, education and service are fully described

Company, Benton Harbor, Mich.

Electronic Test Instruments are

the latest catalog from Sencore. In- Pricing Methods For Small Busicluded are descriptions of the Sencore

ness Operators are described in a

Big Mack and Super Mack CRT testers

8 -page booklet provides a checklist for

`family' of Cricket transistor tester/ new booklet from the U.S. Small Busianalyzers, the Big Henry Multimet- ness Administration. Titled "A Pricers, the Mighty Mite tube tester, the ing Checklist for Small Retailers," the
and restorers, and the Little Huey digital color bar generator, plus the full
line of other test equipment, including
the CB Analyzer. Prices are included.
Available free from Sencore Instru-

the owner -manager of a small retail
business with 52 questions that probe
those considerations-from markup to
pricing strategy to adjustments-that

Falls, S.D. 57107.

Available free from field offices and
headquarters of the U.S. Small Busi-

ments, 3200 Sencore Drive, Sioux

A New Audio Connector Series
circuit interconnecting is described in
a new product bulletin from Switch craft, Inc. The 7 -pin "Q -G" connector
series is presented in response to requests for multi -circuit interconnecting applications such as instrumenta-

tion systems, computer peripheral
equipment, audio-visual systems,

generators, wattmeters, sweep/marker generators and accessories. Available for $1.00 from Leaders Instruments Corp., 151 Dupont St., Plain-

cago, Ill. 60630.

able free from Sales Dept., Switch-

DVM's, millivolt meters, signal craft, Inc., 5555 No. Elston Ave., Chi-

and described in the latest catalog, No.
21-1976, from Conar. The new catalog

lists hundreds of items for young

people, electronic servicers and hob-

byists, including test instruments,
sound systems, clocks, electronic kits,

automobile troubleshooting equip-

ment, and hobbyist books. Prices and
mail-order instructions are included.
Available free from Conar. Division,
National Radio Institute, 3939 Wis-

D.C. 20416.

with 7 -circuit capability for multi -

and special purpose mounting. Avail-

Do-it-yourself Electronic Kits,

lead to correct pricing decisions.

ness Administration, Washington,

oscilloscopes/vectorscopes, multimeters, color bar and pattern generators,

Tools and Supplies are illustrated

49022.

displayed and described in full color in

and pictured in the 1976/77 catalog audio consoles, and amplification sysfrom Leader. Included complete with tems. Included in the series are 13
specifications, illustrations and prices straight and right angle cord plugs
is the firm's complete line of and receptacles and inserts for chassis

view, N.Y. 11803.

2 -meter transceiver, a totally pro-

Business Letters-They're Easier
Than You Think-is the topic of a
new booklet produced for electronic
service shops by Dick Pavek of Tech
Spray. While it has nothing to do with
the firm's products, it does provide a
lot of good hints on effective business
letter writing, including collection letters, parts order communication and
promotional letters. The suggestions
finess out of traditional business letters. Free from Tech Spray, P.O. Box
949, Amarillo, Texas 79105.

Professional Electronic Tools and
Safety Equipment are catalogued
Air Suspension Speakers for home and described in the latest 80 -page
and auto hi-fi are described and illustrated in a new min -brochure from the
Quam-Nichols Company. The leaflet
highlights nine different Quam home
and auto high fidelity speakers, indicating the size, frequency response,
power handling capacity, voice coil

catalog from Klein Tools. The book is
organized for easy reference and fully
indexed and contains product descriptions, reference tables, information on
OSHA and ANSI regulations and tips
on proper use of hand tools. Products

copies of the Form 76-4 leaflet, write

Microphones, Antennas, Test

listed include: pliers, wrenches,

impedence and voice coil diameter, screwdrivers, saws, hammers,
magnet weight, depth and shipping measuring tapes, knives, and bull
weight, as well as the list price. Notes pins. Available free. Ask for Catalog
indicate which speakers have been 120 from Klein Tools, Inc. 7200
given a "big bass sound" designation McCormick Rd., Chicago, IL 60645.
and which incorporate a "whizzer"
cone or an integral tweeter. For free

to: Quam-Nichols Co., 234 E. Mar- Equipment and Accessories for CB
consin Avenue, Washington, D.C. quette Road, Chicago, Ill. 60637.
are listed and pictured in the latest
20016.
booklet from Mura Corp. Included in
the booklet are variable gain power
The 1976 Heathkit Christmas Cata- microphones, three -level gain power
CB Antennas, in full color, are de- log, describing nearly 500 electronic microphones and base -station power
scribed in the latest catalog from Av- kits for every do-it-yourself interest, is microphones. A selection of mobile
anti. Included are antennas that now available. Product categories in- and base station CB antennas and test
utilized the Avanti principle of co- clude: amateur radio, hi-fi compo- equipment such as meters, impedance
induction, including the omni- nents, color TV, test instruments, di- matchers, and multitesters is also indirectional Astroplane and the direc- gital clocks and weather instruments, cluded. Free from Mura Corporation,
tion Astrobeam, PDL-II, and Moon - radio control equipment, marine, air- 177 Cantiague Rock Road, Westbury,
raker. Facts about CB mobile and base craft and auto accessories. New prod- N.Y. 11590.
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Now... pushbutton
remote TV control...
for all channels...
for all TV sets.

Jerrold's new all -channel Universal TV Remote Control, Model
TRC-82, provides instant pushbutton selection of all TV channels,
UHF as well as VHF. Your cus-

tomers will love the ease with
which UHF channels pop in.
Tuning is electronic with direct
access to the desired channel.
There are no motors and no movement, eliminating wear and tear
on the TV tuner.

The TRC-82 can be attached to
the back of any Color or Black and
White TV set in minutes. It turns
the set on and off and fine tunes, in
addition to changing channels.
The TRC-82 also amplifies incoming signals and eliminates direct
pick-up ghosts for better picture
quality.

Control, your customers won't
want to be without it!
It's packaged in a sturdy, colorful,
self -selling carton.

Once you demonstrate this new
electronic, all -channel TV Remote

JERROLD ELECTRONICS
GENERAL INSTRUMENT CORPORATION
JERROLD ELECTRONICS CORPORATION 200 Witmer Road Horsham, Pennsylvania 19044 (215) 674-4800
...for more details circle 116 on Reader Service Card
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Discrete AGC In
Solid -State Color TV

Fig. 1-Illustration of the 'closed loop' configuration of AGC system employed in most color TV
receivers.

By Paul Shih
Gain

How various discrete designs function,
and generalized procedures for servicing them
The principal function of the automatic gain control (AGC) system
in a TV receiver is to maintain the

"average" output of the video detector at a constant level regardless of fluctuations in the strength
of the received signal. Without an
effective AGC system, the picture

contrast and level of sound produced by the TV receiver would
fluctuate in direct proportion to
the strength of the received signal.

Also, the sync stability would be
reduced.
As illustrated in Fig. 1, the AGC
systems in modern all -solid-state
color TV receivers are closed -loop

types in which the level of the

horizontal sync pulses in the com-

posite video output of the video
amplifier is "sampled" and used to

develop a DC control voltage

which, in turn, is used to vary the
gain of the RF and video IF sections in inverse proportion to the
strength of the received signal.
REVERSE VS FORWARD AGC

The gain of a tube -equipped
video IF stage is controlled by
varying the amount of negative
(reverse bias) voltage applied to
the control grid. Increasing the
negative voltage reduces gain.
However, because application of

reverse bias to the base -emitter
junction of a bipolar transistor-

forward bias of the base -emitter
junction either above or below the
value which provides maximum
gain. In the method called 'reverse'

AGC, the gain of the stage is decreased by decreasing the forward

bias. In the method called 'for-

Bias

Bias For

Max. Garr

ward' AGC, the gain of the stage is

Fig. 2-Graph which illustrates that the gain of a
transistor can be reduced by either increasing
`forward' AGC) or decreasing ('reverse' AGC)
he base -emitter forward bias.

provides maximum gain.

sistor, the AGC voltage applied to

decreased by increasing the forward bias above the value which

Despite the fact that the in- the base will be negative.

crease in base -emitter junction
If, as is becoming more common,
capacitance caused by forward the gain -controlled stage is an

AGC can attenuate the high - N -channel dual -gate MOSFET,

frequency components of a signal, the AGC voltage applied to the
thereby reducing the bandwidth of "second" gate of the MOSFET will
the stage, forward AGC is be negative if the device is a deplenevertheless the most prevalent tion type and will be positive if the

type employed in today's all- device is an enhancement type.

solid -state color TV receivers, (The polarities of AGC voltages
principally because, as evident in applied to P -channel dual -gate
Fig. 2, it produces a more linear MOSFETS are opposite those
and more gradual reduction in applied to N -channel devices of
gain than does reverse AGC.
like types.)

To minimize the bandwidth -

reducing characteristic of forward
AGC, some color TV designers use

KEYED AGC

The 'keyed' type of AGC system

both forward and reverse AGC- probably is used in more existing
forward for the first gain - TV receivers than any other basic
controlled video IF stage, and re- type. Fig. 3 is a simplified schemaverse for the second stage.

NEGATIVE VS POSITIVE AGC VOLTAGE

The polarity of the DC control
voltage developed by the AGC sys-

tem in an all -solid-state TV re-

tic diagram of a typical keyed AGC

system equipped with and used to
control the gain of bipolar transistors.
AGC keyer transistor Q3 in Fig.
3 conducts only when it is "keyed
on" by the simultaneous presence

equipped stage completely cuts off ceiver depends upon the "polarity"
the stage, AGC voltage in the form and type of RF and video IF tran- of a negative -going flyback of reverse bias is not used in re- sistors to which it is applied.
originated pulse on its collector

ceivers with bipolar transistor -

If the gain -controlled stage is and a negative -going horizontal

equipped RF and video IF stages. equipped with an NPN bipolar
Instead, as illustrated in Fig. 2, transistor, the polarity of AGC
the gain of RF and video IF ampli- voltage applied to the base will be
fiers equipped with bipolar tran- positive. Conversely, if it is
Sistors is controlled by shifting the equipped with a PNP bipolar tran10 / ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN/DEALER, DECEMBER 1976

sync pulse in the composite video
applied to its base. Fig. 4 is a photo
of these two pulses as displayed on
the screen of a dual -trace scope.

A negative voltage developed

The reason for this is that the RF
amplifier, being the first stage and
having the lowest level of input
signal, must be allowed to operate
at its maximum gain, for a favor-

able signal-to-noise ratio. The
level of the signal at the output of

B}

the RF amplifier must be high

I. F. AGC

SYNC

AGC AMP

SECTION

03

44-

,r1f-

ter

_3

j VIDEO INPUT

NOISE() GATE

DI

03
3 to 84

B-

-NA
RF DELAY AGC

a

8
F LYBACK PULSE
8

-TY

Fig. 3-A typical all -solid-state keyed AGC system.

4011

enough to override the noise generated in the mixer stage. No AGC
voltage is applied to the tuner as
long as there is no danger of over-

loading the mixer stage, and the
IF AGC is still able to adequately
control the gain of the IF stages.

However, an exceptionally

strong signal can cause overload-

ing in the mixer (in the form of

crossmodulation) or in the IF
stages (in the form of signal clip-

ping or distortion). Before this
across a voltage divider in the functions: It rectifies the flyback happens, AGC voltage must be
emitter circuit of Q3 reverse pulse, and also prevents the applied to the RF amplifier, to rebiases the base -emitter junction, charge in C3 from leaking through duce its gain. Once this takes
holding Q3 in a cut-off condition the base -collector junction of Q3. place, the RF AGC voltage norThe voltage appearing across C5 mally increases more rapidly than
until the amplitude of the
does the IF AGC, to prevent the
negative -going horizontal sync is the initial AGC voltage.
onset of overloading.
The
time
constant
of
filter
pulse on the base exceeds the

There are several ways to delay
R5/C5 can be made very short bethe
application of AGC voltage to
.6 volt. Because the level of the cause the lowest ripple frequency
the
RF amplifier.
component
needed
to
be
filtered
negative voltage on the emitteris
The simplest way is to insert an
dependent on the setting of AGC out is the horizontal pulse rate of
control R3, this control therefore 15,750 Hz, not the 60 -Hz field rate opposite -polarity DC voltage on
determines at what amplitude of as in simple non -keyed AGC cir- the RF AGC line through a high the horizontal sync pulse Q3 will cuits. With a short time constant, value "bucking" resistor. Before it
begin to conduct. And, because the the keyed AGC system is capable can impose control action on the
amplitude of the horizontal sync of responding to fast signal varia- RF stage, the AGC bias must expulse on the base of Q3 is directly tions (such as reflected signals ceed the level of the inserted
proportional to the strength of the from a passing airplane), thus opposite -polarity voltage.
Other designs of delay circuits
received signal, the conduction of providing more stable operation.
employ conventional or zener
Q3 and the AGC voltage developed
diode clamping networks conby its conduction will be directly Video IF AGC
nected to the AGC bus line to proAGC
amplifier
stage
Q5
steps
proportional to the strength of the
duce the delaying action.
up
the
AGC
current
capacity.
The
received signal.
In the keyed AGC system in Fig.
Conduction of Q3 charges up amplified AGC voltage for appli3,
a separate amplifier stage, Q7,
cation
to
the
video
IF
section
is
coupling capacitor C3, and the DC
is
used
to delay the application of
taken
from
the
emitter
of
Q5
bevoltage thus developed across the
capacitor is directly proportional cause it provides better low - AGC voltage to the RF amplifier.
to the amplitude of the horizontal impedance matching into the base Q7 does not conduct until a strong
sync tip on the base of Q3, which, circuit of the 2nd video IF stage. signal is received and the collector
in turn, is directly proportional to The positive AGC voltage may voltage drops on Q5 due to a high
vary from 1 volt for a weak signal, collector current. Once Q7 begins
the strength of the RF carrier.
to conduct, its collector voltage, or
Video information, as well as to 4 volts for a strong one.
the RF delayed AGC voltage, inThe
IF
AGC
voltage
can
be
noise pulses between the horizoncreases from 3 to 8 volts. This 'forapplied
to
the
bases
of
the
1st
and
tal sync pulses, can not affect the
AGC voltage, because the keyer, the 2nd IF amplifiers either in ward' AGC is applied to the NPN
in the absence of the flyback key- parallel or in series. The series transistor in the RF stage, deing pulse on the collector, does not connection shown in Fig. 3 mini- creasing its gain. RF AGC delay
conduct during the horizontal mizes the loading effect between control R7 is provided for setting
the conduction point of Q7 to asscanning period. In addition, any the two stages.
sure snow -free reception from
strong noise pulse that may be Delayed AGC To RF Amplifier
weak stations and no overloading
present during the horizontal
from strong ones.
Application
of
AGC
control
sync period will be effectively cancelled out by noise gate Ql, which voltage to the RF amplifier in the
tuner is delayed until the input NON -KEYED AGC PEAK DETECTION
is ahead of AGC keyer Q3.
A somewhat unconventional
Pulse diode D3 performs two signal becomes relatively strong.
negative voltage on the emitter by
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AGC circuit is used by Sony in a
number of their color chassis. A
simplified schematic of such a circuit is shown in Fig. 5.

spectively.

RF AGC control can also be

TROUBLESHOOTING DISCRETE AGC
SYSTEMS

The composite video signal from
The AGC voltage in a closedthe first video amplifier is fed to a loop AGC system directly controls
pair of AGC amplifiers, Q209 and the operation of the IF and RF
Q210. The output from Q210 is stages and also can affect the func-

then peak detected by a diode, tioning of the video, noise gate,

D202, and the current through the and sync circuits. In turn, the opdiode charges up capacitor C237. eration of all these circuits in the
The average DC voltage developed loop can affect the function of the
across C237 is directly propor- AGC system. Troubles anywhere
tional to the amplitude of the in- in the loop can cause reactions
coming sync tips.
along the entire loop.
If a positive noise pulse with a
greater amplitude than that of the Trouble Symptoms And Typical Causes
sync tip arrives at the input of
Some of the more common trouQ209, it will pass through diode ble symptoms caused by faults in
D204 and turn on Q208. With the AGC system are: no sound and

Q208 saturated during the noise
pulse period, the base of Q209 is
effectively grounded, resulting in
the removal of the video signal to
the AGC and sync systems. The

no picture, weak or washed-out
picture, overloaded or dark picture

with or without sound buzz, picture bending or 'flagwaving', poor
vertical locking, busy background
cutoff of the input signal is so short or snow on strong channels, co that no change in the sound or the channel interference and cross

picture can be perceived. This modulation, video flutter, line

noise immunity system prevents flashing, and picture shading.
the noise pulses from interfering
Overload and bending of the picwith the operation of the AGC and ture is associated mostly with in-

sync systems.
sufficient AGC action, while
The AGC voltage across C237 is "washed-out" or "snow" symptoms
amplified by Q304. The output at are the result of excessive AGC
the collector is filtered by C337 control. Spurious AC signals rid-

and applied to the 2nd IF ampli- ing on the DC AGC voltage can
fier, Q601. The level of this control cause picture shading, unstable
voltage can be adjusted by IF AGC sync, horizontal line flashing and
control R304.

other 'odd' symptoms.

The IF AGC voltage is routed
from the emitter of Q601 to the Preliminary Troubleshooting Procebase of Q603, the 1st IF video am-

dures

checked on a strong signal by turn-

ing it CW while watching for the
effects of overloading and cross modulation in the form of picture

streaks following the sound information.
If rotation of the AGC control(s)

affects the picture quality in a
normal manner and reduces or

eliminates the trouble symptom,
attempt to adjust the control(s) in
the manner and sequence
specified in the service literature.
Some receivers do not have any
AGC control, while a few have as
many as three AGC-related controls. Most receivers have one IF
AGC control and one RF AGC
Delay control. Whenever possible,
the adjustment procedure outlined
by the manufacturer should be followed.

The generalized procedure for
most sets is as follows: 1) tune in a

strong station and turn the contrast control fully CW; 2) advance

the AGC level control CW to a

point where the picture just begins

to bend or distort and then rotate

the control CCW slightly; 3)

switch the channel selector to a
weak station and rotate the RF
delay control CW until snow just
disappears from the picture; and,
finally, switch the receiver back to
a strong station again and check
for overloading. If overloading or
distortion does occur, rotate the
RF control CCW slightly and then
repeat the IF and RF AGC control

adjustments. When consistent,

plifier. During reception of a
The trouble symptoms described maximum contrast is obtained on
strong signal, the resultant in- previously are by no means unique all active channels, the contrast

creased conduction of Q603 causes to AGC defects. Similar symptoms
its collector voltage to decrease could be caused by troubles in any
(become less positive). The less- stage within the AGC loop system.
positive voltage, in turn, switches It is, therefore, important that: 1)

on the RF AGC gate, Q955. The
output from Q955 is amplified by
the VHF AGC amplifier, Q953,
and then is coupled to the "AGC
control" gate of a MOSFET RF
amplifier in the VHF tuner. The

the symptom itself be carefully
diagnosed, and 2) a logical, sys-

Controls R953 and R954 are
provided to vary each of the RF
delay AGC voltages. They are
normally adjusted for maximum
contrast and minimum snow in
the picture during reception of
weak VHF and UHF stations, re-

one end of control rotation, to

tematic procedure be used to isolate the trouble to a particular section during the early stage of troubleshooting.
voltage from Q953 is inverted, and
As a preliminary assessment of
its amount of variation is reduced the functioning of the AGC sysby UHF AGC amplifier Q954. An tem, closely watch the picture
NPN RF amplifier in the UHF while rotating the video IF AGC
tuner is controlled by this inverted control. The quality of the picture
AGC voltage from Q954.
should vary from "washed-out" at

over -contrast, bending or black
out at the other end of rotation.
The RF delay AGC control can be

checked by turning it CCW on a
weak signal while noticing the increase of snow in the picture. The
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control then can be rotated away
from its full CW position, if necessary, for normal viewing.

The interaction between the

AGC controls and the noise gate
control, if one is provided, should

Fig. 4-Photo of the two 'keying' pulses required
for conduction of AGC keyer transistor 03 in Fig.
3. Top) Negative -going horizontal sync pulses in
composite video signal applied to base of 03.
Bottom) Flyback -originated negative -going horizontal pulses applied to the collector of 03.

not be overlooked. Rotating the source in the loop must be overrid- waveforms are key clues.
The most common defective
noise gate control should produce den temporarily by an external
voltage variations in the AGC sys-

tem. Improper adjustment of the
noise gate control can render the
AGC and sync sections inoperative. Proper setting of the noise
gate control can be accomplished
by first turning it fully CCW and
then performing the AGC control
adjustments outlined previously.
Then, slowly advance the noise

bias voltage, such as that provided
by a bias box.
The reason for using the exter-

AGC-related components are

shorted or leaky transistors, defective by-pass or decoupling capacinal bias source is to 'break' the tors, and an open component in the
AGC loop. By doing so, the trouble signal path, such as a coupling cacan be narrowed down to one half pacitor or a peaking coil.
Trouble in the AGC circuit is inof the loop-either the controlling
dicated if application of the exterstages, or the controlled stages.

The polarity and the amplitude nal bias clears up the trouble
of the bias to be used generally can symptom. Observe the video sync
be determined quickly by studying

or flyback pulses on the AGC

If adjustment of the AGC- N -channel enhancement type
related controls does not com- MOSFETs, whereas a negative

origin. If a distorted pulse or incor-

N -channel depletion type MOS-

related components.
There should be no pulses or AC
ripple on the AGC bus line. If hori-

gate control CW to the point where

the video just begins to break up, the schematic. A general rule of keyer or on the peak AGC detecthumb is that a positive bias volt- tor, in addition to standard DC
then rotate it CCW slightly.
age is required for video IFs voltage measurements. If a pulse
Localizing And Isolating The Trouble
equipped with NPN transistors or is missing, signal trace back to its

rect DC voltage is encountered,

your attention on the aspletely eliminate the trouble voltage is required for video IFs focus
sociated
transistor and its directly
equipped
with
PNP
transistors
or
symptom(s), scope the composite
video waveform at a test point in
the video section, such as the out-

put of the video detector or the first

FETs.

To avoid damaging the transis-

video amplifier. The amplitude tor or FET, the amplitude of the zontal pulse components are oband shape of the waveform should external bias should be initially served on the bus line, look for an
agree with what is specified by the set at minimum and then gradu- open AGC filter capacitor or a demanufacturer. Also, a DC voltme- ally increased to the correct value. fective pulse diode. A defective
If overloading of the external AGC DC power supply filter cater connected between the AGC
bias
source is evident, disconnect pacitor can cause either 60- or
test point and ground should indithe
external
bias and look for a 120 -Hz ripple voltages to appear
cate voltage variations when the
receiver is tuned from an unused short somewhere along the AGC in the AGC source. Other common
(or weak) channel to a strong one. bus line or in the input circuit of defects beside the filter capacitor
(A weak station may be simulated
on a strong channel by disconnect-

are a shorted pulse diode, a leaky

the controlled stage.

To avoid excessive loading of the

ing and loosely coupling the an- AGC, RF and video stages in certain receivers, it is necessary to
tenna leads to the receiver.)
If rotation of the AGC controls open the AGC bus line before inproduces erratic or abrupt in- serting the external bias in the IF
creases or decreases of the AGC or RF input circuit.
If the insertion of the external
voltage and/or the amplitude of
the video waveform, a defective bias fails to eliminate the trouble
AGC control should be suspected.
If the video waveform and AGC
voltage are both abnormal and adjustment of the AGC controls does

symptom, a defect in the IF or RF
section is evident. The best way to
deal with a defect in these sections
is to measure the DC voltages on

not eliminate the abnormality, the elements of each transistor,
there undoubtedly is a defect along with signal tracing in the
somewhere in the AGC loop. To associated stage. Incorrect DC
isolate the trouble, the AGC voltages or missing or distorted

or open transistor, a defective

"bucking" resistor or clamping di-

ode, and a flyback AGC pulse

winding connected in reverse during transformer replacement.
`AGC'

Troubles Caused By CATV

Defective components in the

chassis are the most common
causes of what are or appear to be
AGC troubles. However, there are

certain types of `AGC' trouble

symptoms that are not caused by
defects in the chassis, but, instead,

are caused by the antenna distribution system. This is particularly
true in CATV systems in which

excessively strong signals are
present. These can overload re-

ceivers which have 'marginal'
AGC systems. A simple remedy to
this problem is to add a resistive -

pad or attenuator in the cable, to
reduce the signal to a level which
the AGC system in the receiver
can handle.

NEXT: IC -Equipped AGC
Systems-An analysis of the

theory of operation of integrated -

Fig. 5-Simplified schematic diagram of peak detection AGC system used in
some Sony color TV receivers.

circuit AGC systems and procedures for troubleshooting them
will be presented in a near -future
issue of ET/D.
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TV Power Supply Troubleshooting
CONSTANT -VOLTAGE TRANSFORMER

Many of the newer color sets are incorporating the
constant -voltage power transformer regulation systern. This transformer self -regulates all of its secondary voltages. Within the constant -voltage transformer (CVT) the primary and secondary windings
are loosely coupled. This is accomplished by placing
the windings on separate legs of the core. The regulating circuit consists of an extra winding connected
to the high -voltage secondary and a capacitor shunting the total secondary winding.
This CVT system eliminates the need for any additional transistors, zener diodes, or semiconductors to
regulate the DC voltages of the power supply. The

CORE

CVT will also suppress transient pulses from the

incoming AC power line. For example, should a 30V
transient appear in the primary for approximately 2
seconds, it will appear on the output secondary at less
than 15V in amplitude for a duration of only about
100 msec. This helps reduce semiconductor failure in
the receiver chassis due to spikes. Since there are no

zener diodes or regulator transistors in the power
supply, the possibility of a voltage increase due to a
zener diode or transistor failure is eliminated. The
CVT helps smooth out any voltage surges.

-

CVT Operation

47- -- FLUX THAT LINKS SECONDARIES ONLY

In a conventional power transformer, the primary
is tightly coupled to the secondary. Probably the most
frequently used method is for the secondary coil to be
Fig. 2-GE Model MC chassis
power supply circuit.

FLUX THAT LINKS BOTH PRIMARY AND SECONDARIES

FLUX THAT LINKS PRIMARY ONLY

Fig. 1-Constant-voltage transformer construction.
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FORD.YOUR FIRST CHOICE
IN PARCEL VANS.
14 -ft. body
is largest of any parcel
delivery van. 8 ft. wide,
6'2" headroom. Ford also
offers 12 -ft. body.

2,200 lbs. more

40% more cube
than Ford's largest previous design body to take on
bigger jobs.

weight rating than older
Fords. GVW's now go to
10,500 lbs.

Separate frame
provides strong support for
the longer body. No other
parcel van is built this way.

Dual rear tires

Power choice
includes 300 Six standard,
351 and 460 V -8's optional.

can take heavy weight,
keep load floor low.

Wide doors
and forward axle location
make it easy to step into
the roomy cab interior.

Ford Parcel Delivery Vans not
only take on big jobs, they make
the driver's job easy.
The engine's forward out of the
way. There's more room to get in,
more room to drive in. You can
step right across the cab or into
the load area. Power front discs

93 out of 100 of all Ford trucks
registered over the last 12 years
are still on the job.

FORD
ECONOLINE
VANS

are standard, Cruise-O-Matic
Drive available. See what's new in
vans; see your local Ford Dealer.

FORD DIVISION
...for more details circle 115 on Reader Service Card
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wound over the primary coil on the same leg of the
magnetic core. If the AC line voltage changes, then
the secondary voltage will change in a linear manner.
There is no voltage regulation with a conventional
power transformer.

In order for a power transformer to regulate, it
must operate in a nonlinear manner. The secondary
voltage must not change even though a change does
occur in the primary voltage. These conditions are

met with the constant voltage transformer illus-

trated in Fig. 1. The obvious difference in construction between the conventional transformer and the
CVT are the shunts between the primary and secondary coil windings.

There are three different magnetic flux paths in
the CVT. As in the conventional transformer, there is
a flux that links both primary and secondary wind-

ings, and this sets up the output voltage from the
secondary. But in the CVT, the shunts permit the
establishment of two other flux paths. As shown in
Fig. 1, one set of flux lines remains around the primary coil only, and another set remains around the
secondary coil only. It can be said that these two
latter sets of flux lines are isolated from each other;
therefore, a certain amount of isolation exists be-

Fig. 3-Scope traces for normal line voltage.

tween the primary and secondary coils (because of the
shunts).
When a capacitor is connected across the secondary

output, a capacitive current flows throughout the
entire secondary winding. The current flow sets up a

flux that is in phase with the flux in the primary
winding; this effectively adds to the flux in the core of

the secondary. The two fluxes combine to drive the
secondary windings into saturation. Since the primary core is not saturated, we have a nonlinear device. Changes in the primary voltage (above certain
lower limits) will not affect the secondary, because
the secondary coil is already saturated. By keeping
the primary unsaturated, we will not draw excessive
line currents. With a normal load, the saturated secondary will maintain a constant output voltage over
wide ranging primary voltages.
The output wave shape at the secondary winding of
the CVT used in some TV receivers is a modified
square wave. With 70V AC on the primary, the transformer core under the secondary winding is nearly
saturated and the 140V DC supply will be at 80% of

Fig. 4-The AC line voltage set at 50V.

its rated value. At 105V AC on the primary, the
secondary core is saturated and remains saturated
for any further increase in primary voltage.

The operating temperature of the CVT will be
higher than a conventional power transformer due to
continuous operation in a saturated condition. Thus, Fig. 5-Good picture even at a line voltage of 60V.
the excessive heat does not indicate a defective transformer.
general-purpose instruments are peak -reading meters with a calibrated RMS scale, and do not provide
AC Voltage Checks and Square Waves

If AC measurements are made on the regulated
secondary windings, you should use a meter that
reads true RMS, or use an oscilloscope for peak -topeak readings. The reason to be particular about the
meter is that a square wave is present on the CVT

true RMS readings. With the improper meter, the

voltage reading at this point will vary with the peak reading type of meter used, and the voltages read will
not give a true indication of the circuit conditions.
The oscilloscope can be used with this regulation
system. As shown in the power supply schematic in
secondary winding. You may recall that most Fig. 2, connect one probe of the dual -trace scope to the

(From Chapter 11, Troubleshooting With The Dual -Trace
Scope, by Robert L. Goodman, TAB BOOKS, Copyright
1976. A review of the complete book follows this article.)
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AC line voltage input and the other probe to the
secondary of power transformer T1201. The bottom

waveform in Fig. 3 is the normal 120 V AC line

the picture looks quite ragged (as viewed in Fig. 7).
CVT Troubleshooting

Several circuit faults could cause the circuit
breaker to trip. A heavy overload of the +143V sup-

ply by circuits within the chassis will trip the
breaker. A shorted 3.5 mfd timing capacitor (C1207,

Fig. 2) will blow the line fuse. The same is true if
similar conditions would occur in the +22V or + 23V
lines. Shorted diodes Y901 through Y904 will cause a
heavy overload and blow fuse F1201.
Since there is a chance that 3.5 mfd timing capacitor C1207 may fail, it should not be overlooked during

circuit diagnosis. If all B+ voltages and the CRT
Fig. 6-Viewable picture ever at a line voltage of 50V.

filament voltages are about 20% low, chances are the
resonant circuit, which is formed with a 3.5 mfd capacitor across the total secondary winding, is open. If

this capacitor is faulty (open), the picture will be
pulled in from the sides, top, and bottom (Fig. 8).
A voltage measurement between the orange and
red/yellow leads from the transformer is a good check.

This voltage should be approximately 300V RMS
under normal conditions. In the event this capacitor
fails, it is important to replace it with the correct GE
part. Any variation will affect power supply and receiver performance. A higher value will increase the

B+ voltage, and this may result in excessive

X-radiation.
The circuit schematic in Fig. 9 shows another portion of the power supply system used in GE chassis.
Filter choke L1702 and filter capacitors C1702A and
B are used on the +143V line in conjunction with the

saturable reactor high -voltage regulation transformer. A B+ voltage regulating circuit is not reFig. 7-Ragged picture at a hie voltage of less than 50V.

quired in this chassis because of the CVT. A similar
saturable -core regulation system (Fig. 10) is used in
some Zenith color chassis.
If the filter choke (L210, Fig. 10) becomes faulty, it
may be difficult to locate, as the only noticeable dif-

ference from a perfect picture is a slight vertical
bending of the picture. If the picture moves to the

right as shown in the photo in Fig. 11, the cause is a
shorted filter choke. There is a slight bending on the

left edge of the picture raster. Using a dual -trace
scope with the probes at the input and output of the
filter choke, the ripple trace voltages will look identical on the scope if the choke is shorted. If the choke is
good, the input waveform will have some ripple but
the output will show a smooth scope trace.
If zener CR211 opens, the picture will pull or weave

and produce the same symptoms as an open filter
Fig 8-Small picture caused by open C1207.

capacitor in a tube -type chassis. Some regulator zeners have been known to oscillate, and this may pro-

duce a faint white horizontal bar across the screen

voltage sine wave fed to the transformer primary. At that will roll through the picture. A scope can be used
the same time, the top trace in Fig. 3 shows the to locate this oscillation. If the zener opens, the +24V
square wave output of the secondary to be 150V p -p. supply line will measure slightly more than +24V. A
The input AC voltage was lowered to 60 volts AC with

an autotransformer. This action is shown in the bottom trace of Fig. 4, but the secondary square -wave
voltage shown in the top trace is still approximately
150V p -p. With the AC line voltage down to 60V, a
normal, bright picture is still seen, as shown in Fig. 5.
Even with the line voltage down to 50V, the picture is
pulled in slightly but still viewable (Fig. 6). Below
50V the system cannot properly filter or regulate and

faulty Q212, the +24V regulator transistor, will

cause a hum in the sound and some hum bars across
the screen.
Another version of the saturable -core reactance
power transformer is used in the Quasar TS -942 color
chassis. Output voltage of this supply is regulated to

maintain about 100V throughout the range of AC
line voltages normally encountered.

As shown in Fig. 12, the transformer secondary and
DECEMBER 1976, ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN/DEALER /
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capacitor C802 form a resonant circuit. Under normal conditions, the secondary circuit has a high cir-

culating current, resulting in partial saturation of
the specially designed core of the transformer. This
makes output voltage relatively independent of line
voltage variations.
Increased load current reduces the Q of the resonant circuit resulting in decreased saturation of the
core and increased transfer of energy from the pri-

Power input from the AC line through a half -wave
rectifier provides the higher 115V DC requirements.
ELECTRONIC REGULATION

Because ICs and other solid-state devices are sensi-

tive to excessive voltages, a regulation system is
needed in the power supplies. The regulators use a
zener diode or a zener-controlled transistor to smooth

out the DC voltages and keep the output constant
under changing load conditions. These regulators
decreased load. Thus, the supply regulates output react to changes so rapidly that they are sometimes
voltage for both line and load variations. A circuit called electronic filter circuits. Extensive filtering
breaker in the AC line and fuses in the supply lines
protect against excessive currents.
mary to the secondary. The reverse action occurs for a

HORIZONTAL SCAN RECTIFICATION

Many modern TV chassis now combine a half- or
full -wave rectifier system with a scan rectifier that is
needed for the lower regulated DC voltages.
Scan rectification is an efficient method of converting horizontal sweep energy into a DC voltage. A
typical circuit, the GE JA color chassis power supply,
is shown in Fig. 13. To accomplish the conversion, a
winding on the horizontal output transformer inductively transfers horizontal sweep voltage to the scan
rectifier, Y402. The sweep voltage is then rectified by
Y402 during the relatively long scanning period.
Diode Y402 is reverse biased and does not conduct

Lao

Cr/02A

4-1.12V

tit

11:1

imig

Worn.. AILI

V

during the short duration of the retrace pulse (as
illustrated in Fig. 14). The output of Y402 is then
filtered by capacitor C418 and regulated by Q400 and

its associated components to produce the +22V

Fig. 9-GE MC chassis filter and high -voltage circuits.

source.

Regulator Q400 is series operated without feedback. A stable 22.5V reference is developed on the
base of Q400 by zener Y404, through the path provided by Y403 and R416. The circuit composed of
Y404, R418, and C420 also doubles as a separate
+22V supply to the sweep circuits in the receiver.
Transistor Q400 regulates by operating as a variable
resistance. With an increase in circuit current, emitter voltage begins to decrease due to the increased
voltage drop across Q400. This condition increases

0212

121-808

the forward bias on the base-emitter junction of

24V REG.

Q400, causing it to conduct more heavily. Greater
conduction by Q400 is comparable to a decrease in its

resistance, thus restoring the supply voltage to nor-

mal. For decreases in circuit current, the reverse
effect occurs. R414 and Y405 are for a measure of
protection against momentary short-circuit condi-

Fig. 10-Zenith 25DC56 power system.

tions in the 22V line by limiting the amount of current through Q400 in overload conditions. The most
common fault in this circuit is a shorted Y402 diode,
and that will probably open resistor R412. Leakage in
Q400 and faulty Y404 zeners have also caused some
problems. Use the oscilloscope to check for the correct

pulse (see Fig. 14) that will be found in R412.
There are several different circuit designs that use
the stored energy available in the horizontal output
transformer to supply low -voltage power to several
circuit systems. As shown in the simplified circuit in
Fig. 15, energy from the sweep transformer is available during the scan interval and is rectified by diode
CR208 to provide a 20V source. This source is resistively divided to provide an additional 12V supply.
18 / ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN/DEALER, DECEMBER 1976

Fig. 11-Slight picture bend due to shorted choke.

with heavy chokes and large capacitors are a thing of
the past. Some regulated circuits may have a small
200 mfd filter capacitor; but without the solid-state
electronic filter, a huge 10,000µF capacitor would be
required to do a comparable job.
Shunt Regulator

A simple zener regulator circuit is shown in Fig. 16.

It is called a shunt regulation system because the
regulating device is in parallel with the load. Basic
considerations for the shunt regulator circuit require
that when no load is applied, the zener must pass the

amount of current the load would require, and also an

additional amount of current that would keep the
zener regulating when the load is applied.
This total amount of current is determined by the
value of Rs. If the value of Rs increases, the available

current to the load and zener would be less. The Rs
resistance value must be small enough to maintain
zener regulation during maximum current drain of
the load. Shunt regulation is not very efficient because there is always current flowing through the
zener that is of no value to circuit operation.
Series Regulator

A more efficient regulator system is the series -type

zener regulator. A series regulator system (Fig. 17)
requires a control device, such as power transistor
Q212, to be in series with the load. The majority of the
current flows through Q212. A change in current flow
410
1110 IA

ow, IOW

Y4 Wilt

PI It

Because the transistor is used as an emitter follower,
the emitter will remain very close to the zener rating,
provided the load does not draw excessive current. In

Fig. 12-Motorola TS -942 regulated power supply.

+135,/ SOURCE
+13SV SOURCE
(FUSED)
+120V SOURCE

+135V SOURCE
(TO RGe AMPLIFIERS)

120V AC

+22V SOURCE
(HALF WAVE/

+2IV SOURCE

22V SOURCE
(SCAN RECT)

Fig. 13-GE JA chassis
low -voltage supply.

through the transistor will tend to cause a voltage
change at the collector. Since the base is biased at a
constant voltage by CR213, the change in potential
from the base to the collector will affect the current
flow through the transistor. This, in turn, automatically restores the emitter output voltage to +24V.

FROM

"VT

PIN 9

this circuit the zener draws very little current. If a
short occurs in the load circuit and heavy current is
drawn, the transistor would be damaged if it were not
for limiting resistor R322.
Darlington Regulator

One way of increasing current gain and maintaining voltage regulation is to use a Darlington circuit
such as that shown in Fig. 18.
The advantage of a Darlington regulator is that a
large amount of current can be handled with good
voltage regulation. In the typical 125V regulator,
more than 500 mA is the normal current flow. This
means the current in the base circuit of the regulator
driver will be near 0.5mA. To achieve a reasonable
percentage of voltage regulation, the current through
the zener should be at least twenty times greater, or
10 mA. Therefore, the wattage rating of the zener
would have to be at least 3W. Because of several

factors, in particular the temperature characteristics, a zener with a 0.5W rating is much more desirable than a 3W zener. A 0.6W zener has more tem-

perature stability and a greater degree of built-in
30V DC

LEVEL

HORIZ. SCAN,
Y402, CONDUCTS
53,usec HERE

200V
P -P

temperature compensation. In this configuration, the
driver transistor operates in the same manner as the
series regulator transistor. However, its emitter provides base bias for the regulator transistor, and this
controls the current flow through the regulator transistor.
RECTIFIER SYSTEMS

The output frequency of a half -wave power supply
is 60Hz. A smoother DC voltage can be obtained from

a full -wave supply because its output frequency is
120Hz, so a smaller filter capacitor system is reFig. 14-Horizontal retrace pulses used in scan rectification.

quired. In Fig. 19, diode D1 conducts when the top of
the secondary winding of T1 is positive. This provides
a charge to filter capacitor C1. During the next hale DECEMBER 1976, ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN/DEALER / le

cycle, diode D1 is reverse biased and is cut off. At this
Fig. 15-RCA scan
rectifier system.

CA 102

1202

13 5145
YOKE

0211

HORIZ

70V

DRIVERS

same time, the bottom half of the secondary is positive, diode D2 conducts, and capacitor C1 is further
charged. One diode will always conduct, regardless of
the phase of the incoming AC.
The full -wave power supply has an output ripple

frequency of 120 Hz because the output from the

7V

SIO1

CR 101

0233
0201

T.

diodes occurs on each half -cycle of the incoming AC.
The big advantage of a full -wave rectifier system is
that the 120 Hz ripple is much easier to filter than the
60 Hz ripple.

If either diode shorts, a short will exist across the
power transformer secondary and the fuse will blow.
If the input filter capacitor Cl opens, the output DC
voltage will be considerably lower, and a high ripple
will be seen by a scope check of the B+ line.

G
115V

Bridge

The full -wave bridge rectifier system is now found
in most color TV receivers. The bridge circuit (Fig.

20) requires four diodes but does not need a centertapped power transformer secondary. In this circuit, the chassis ground is the negative terminal, and
it receives a charge on each half -cycle of the incoming
AC. As the top lead of the transformer secondary goes

positive, the bottom lead will be going negative.

F 203

+V

Thus, diodes D2 and D3 will conduct-D2 providing a
negative charge to ground, and D3 providing a posi-

NOT

FILTERED

tive charge to the output circuit. During the next

half -cycle, when the top lead of the secondary is nega-

R322

Fig. 17-Series

tive and the bottom lead is positive, diode D1 conducts negative to ground, and diode D4 feeds a positive voltage into the output circuit. For each half cycle of the AC input, the output line is positive.

zener regulator.

C255
500 MFD

Voltage Doubler

A full -wave voltage doubler circuit is shown in Fig.
0212
REG.

XISTOR

+24V. REG,
CR213

C241
.1 UFO

21. The C2 capacitor has a different function than a
filter capacitor. Operating with Dl, C2 charges to the
peak value of the applied AC voltage. The second
rectifier, D2, charges Cl, also to the peak value of the
applied AC voltage. Since these two capacitors are
connected in series, the voltage across both of them,
from point W1 to ground, is equal to the sum of the
individual voltages. The DC obtained is nearly two
times the RMS value of the supplied AC voltage from
the secondary of the transformer.
Some of the normal scope waveforms are shown
with the circuit schematic. Because this is a full -wave
circuit, the output will have a ripple frequency of 120

+V NOT
FILTERED

Hz. W2 should have an amplitude of less than 2V
peak -to -peak, while W1 should be double that of W2.
POWER SUPPLY FILTER SYSTEM

IVOISTOR

Fig. 18-Darlington
regulator configuration.

itak.IP
-0
Ia.

A smooth DC voltage is required for nearly all
electronic devices, especially those that use solid-

REG.
XISTOR

state components. To develop this smooth DC voltage
REG.
D.C.

after the AC has been rectified, a filter choke (or a
resistor) and filter capacitors are required. A power
supply filter circuit is shown in Fig. 22. This is a
capacitive -input pi circuit using two capacitors and a
filter choke. The first capacitor filters the pulsating
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THE CB SERVICE MONITOR
BY MEASUREMENTS

MODEL CB 27E
$495.00*
Low-cost, rugged, portable instrument for accurately checking,

trouble shooting and aligning Citizens Band Transceivers
operating in any of 40 Channels presently assigned.
Phase -locked loop circuitry referenced to "AT" cut
crystal.
Monitor and transmitter are both protected against
overloading if transmitter is accidently keyed.
Provision for adding future channels.

Built-in transmitter power meter.
Built-in speaker monitors transmitter frequencies down to
zero -beat and provides on -the -air voice evaluation.
Write or call for additional information.

*F.O.B. Manchester, N.H.

McGRAVV-EDISON COMPANY

Edison Electronics Division
Grenier Field Municipal Airport, Manchester, N H. 03103

(603) 669-0940 TVVX 710-220-1747
...for more details circle 112 on Reader Service Card
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DC as it comes from the diodes. The choke opposes
CHOKE

Fl

B+

smooth DC flow. The output capacitor further tends
to keep the voltage constant. A resistor is occasionally used in place of the choke, but it has no filtering
characteristics. The choke and filter capacitor values
are chosen for a balanced system and efficient operation.
The dual -trace scope can be used to quickly check

m

Fig. 19-Full-wave power supply.

any change in current, resulting in a relatively

out the choke and filter capacitor circuits. The two
probes from the dual -trace scope are connected to
each side of the choke (input and output) at points W1
and W2, as shown in Fig. 22A. Under no-load conditions in a properly operating system, the display will
be as shown in Fig. 22B. In Fig. 23 the choke has a 3

D1

D3

D2

D4

mfd capacitor across it. With the scope probes connected as shown, and a load applied to the power
supply, the scope display in a good system will be as
shown in Fig. 24. If either the choke or the capacitor

across the choke is shorted, the waveforms on the
dual -trace scope will be identical, as shown in Fig. 25.
Fig. 20-Full-wave bridge circuit.

INPUT FILTER
CAPACITOR

A three -section filter system is shown in Fig. 26
along with the scope waveforms that should be found.
The choke and capacitors are considered the primary
filter circuits. Capacitor Cl refines the pulsating DC
to a ripple of not more than 10%. Capacitor C2 and the

choke reduce this ripple to about 4%. Capacitor C3
produces a relatively smooth DC voltage. Capacitor

C3 also bypasses to ground any stray signals that
may be picked up along the supply line. If C3 should

open, the scope would display some ripple on the
waveform.
TECH BOOK REVIEW
TITLE: Troubleshooting

Fig. 21-Full-wave doubler circuit.

With The Dual -Trace Scope
(TAB BOOK No. 772)
AUTHOR: Robert L. Goodman
PUBLISHED: 1976
SIZE: 224 pages, 252 illustrations
PRICE: $5.95 softbound, $8.95 hardbound

Veteran servicer Goodman's new book tells all
about the dual -trace scope and its features, how to use

the triggered -and automatic -sweep modes, dual alternate and dual -chopped sweep modes, and all the

ss
O

NP

APRBE

3M FD

/PROBE

CHOKE

BRIDGE

e

+400V

m
Fig. 22-Low voltage power supply with scope traces.
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+ 390V
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Fig. 23-Dual-trace connections for checking the filter system.

other features of these instruments. Each Chapter is
packed with color TV troubleshooting tips, and how
the dual -trace scope can be used to locate a whole host
of problems, from one end of the receiver to the other.

Systems-Solid-State Horizontal -Sweep System
Module Service Techniques-IF and Video Amplifier

Systems-Troubleshooting the Chroma Circuits-

Analyzing and Checking the Power Supply

The first Chapter describes several of the various System-Vertical Internal Reference and Test Sigmodels of dual -trace scopes available; it lists fea- nals.
tures, and defines the specialized operation of these
scopes and their application to color TV and hi-fi
stereo system troubleshooting.
The author provides tips on locating the specific

problem, tells how to use a dual -trace scope to
trouble -track and fault -isolate in a quarter of the

time required for single -sweepers. The reader will
learn the most important specs to look for before
buying a dual -trace scope, such as horizontal sweep
speed, vertical amplifier frequency response, rise
time, sensitivity, and all the other factors important
in TV service work. Uses for the dual -trace scope are
described in detail, such as stereo channel comparison testing, stage -gain measurements, comparison of

pulse widths, checking countdown and frequency divider circuits, time measurements in delay lines,
timing checks, and many more applications.
A good part of this book deals with troubleshooting
various sections of modern color TV receivers. The
author takes the reader step by step through a variety of specific color TV modules to show how each

troubleshooting sequence is performed. His sys-

temized procedure can be applied to any make, any
model, to cut troubleshooting time by 75%! Over 125
photos of actual scope traces illustrate both abnormal
and normal waveforms. Circuits and circuit modules
are carefully analyzed and explained. A multitude of
typical problems are discussed, along with the procedures for isolating those problems to specific compo-

nents. This is an invaluable guide for anyone who
now owns, or is considering purchasing, a dual -trace

Fig. 25-Waveforms indicate a shorted choke.

scope.

Introduction to the Dual -Trace
Oscilloscope-Triggered-Sweep Scope FeaturesWaveform Observations-Convergence and Pincushion Circuit Troubleshooting-Horizontal AFC
Circuit Analysis-Solid-State Push -Pull Vertical Sweep System-Conventional Solid -State Sweep
CONTENTS:

Fig. 24-Normal scope waveforms.

Fig. 26-Three-section filter system.
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Fig. 2-Diagram of 75 -ohm matched impedance MATV system showing
that theoretical -minimum thermal -noise voltage is 1.1 LiV/ch (-59.1
dBmV) at room temperature.

we see a 75 -ohm device. The pre -amplifier input to
which the antenna is to be connected also 'looks' like
75 ohms. When we connect the 75 -ohm antenna to the
75 -ohm input of the preamp, we say they are properly
matched for maximum signal -energy transfer from
antenna to preamp.

Now suppose that instead of connecting the an-

tenna to the preamp input we simply connect a
Fig. 1-The trace appearing on a spectrum analyzer shows white noise
along the frequency base line. Broad -band noise appears like grass, as i
one were looking at a cross-section of thick turf. On a TV picture tube, i

appears as snow. From a loudspeaker, it is a frying noise.

75 -ohm resistor to the preamp. The preamp doesn't
know (and doesn't care) whether its input is terminated by a 75 -ohm antenna or a 75 -ohm resistor.
Since the preamp has no eyes to see with, it doesn't
know what's connected to its input, except that the

device "feels" like a 75 -ohm resistance, which
"pleases" the preamp.

Resistors Are Noise Generators

Noise and Noise
Figure

By James E. Kluge

How the "noise figure" of an antenna
system is determined and what it means

to the TV picture quality
Noise Figure is the term of measurement that indicates how much noise is contributed by the transistors and/or tubes in the circuitry of an antenna preamplifier or other MATV amplifier. The Noise Figure

rating is developed by comparing the device to be

Now, because the resistor is not an antenna, it
cannot generate a TV signal voltage at the preamp
input.
However, if we look at the voltage at the preampli-

fier output terminals with an oscilloscope or spectrum analyzer we will see what engineers and technicians commonly call "grass".

This "grass", which is seen at the bottom of the

scope in Fig. 1, is comprised of millions of tiny sine
waves of infinite frequencies all added together to
create a uniform low-level signal across the entire
frequency range. The technical name for this "grass"
is white noise.
It is termed "white" because like white light, which
consists of energy at all the frequencies of the visible
spectrum, it is comprised of energy at all the frequencies of the RF spectrum.
Electron Motion Generates Noise Voltage

measured with a perfect-but non-existent-

You might ask at this point "Where do all these
amplifier that would be able to amplify the input voltages come from?" It is a phenomenon of nature
that in any finite resistance (which includes most
signal without adding any noise of its own.
known materials) the rate of electron motion in the
Antenna Provides Input Signal

Let's start with the input signal, which is generally
the voltage developed by the antenna as it intercepts
the electromagnetic -wave energy in the air. Looking
back 'into' a VHF antenna from its output terminals

resistance is a function of the temperature of the material. For this reason, it is termed thermal noise. The

higher the temperature, the faster the electrons

move, and the higher is the white -noise energy and
voltage across the resistance. By restricting the fre-

quency bandwidth with such things as filters and
*The author is a technical editor for the Winegard Company
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measuring instruments we reduce the noise voltages
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Fig. 3-An illustrated block diagram demonstration of noise -figure vs gain
o show how high -gain amplifier with a poor noise figure causes picture quality deterioration. The moral is: 1) don't try to distribute TV signals less
than 1000 NV (0 dBmV) and, 2) use an amplifier having maximum gain

more equal to what is required rather than padding down the input of
high -gain amplifiers, thus increasing their noise figure.

and thus eliminate the characteristic of white noise.
Mathematical Relationship For Thermal Noise

It may be of interest to know that there is a mathe-

matical formula for the determination of thermal
noise. The formula, or equation reveals that any in-

MODEL 10043

crease in resistance, temperature or bandwidth causes
a corresponding increase in the thermal -noise voltage across the resistance. The mathematical expression for this open -circuit voltage is: E2 = 4kRT(BW).

...When

Across a matched load impedance it is: E2 =

kRT(BW). The values are as follows:
E2 = mean value of the squares of all the individual
noise voltages.
K = Boltzmann's constant, named after the physicist who developed this physical constant =
1.38 x 10 -23 Joules/K.
R = resistance (in our case, 75 -ohms).

T = temperature of the resistance material in

Kelvins (generally considered 290K = 62°F as
standard).
BW = frequency bandwidth = 4.2 MHz for TV channels.
Shot -Effect Noise From Transistors

It is also important to mention at this point that up

until now, we have been talking only about thermal

noise which characterized itself as uniform snow
throughout the TV picture or a constant hissing or
frying noise from the speaker.
A second source of noise is the transistor. Bias
current in transistor and diode junctions generate
"shot -effect" noise as well as thermal noise in the
base resistance.
Electromagnetic Noise

Other types of noise not generated in the amplifier
are: 1) man-made electrical noise from brush -type
motors, diathermy machines and auto ignition; 2)
atmospheric noise from lightning, corona, and other
electrical discharges in the atmosphere characterized

by random momentary streaks in the picture or

crackling in the speaker; 3) galactic noise (sun spots
and solar -flare activity). All these "other" types of
noise exist as electromagnetic energy which is generated outside of and picked up by the antenna along
with the TV signal.
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Noise figure is concerned only with thermal and

"shot -effect" noise generated in the amplifier's

semiconductor devices and associated resistances.
The major contribution is from shot -noise.
Minimum Antenna Noise

Noise voltage caused by thermal agitation of electronics in a 75 -ohm antenna or terminating resistor
is about 1.1 µV/Ch, or -59.1 dBmV at room temperature, as illustrated in Fig. 2. At - 25°F it drops to -60
dBmV (1.0 µV) and rises to -58.6 dBmV (1.175 µV) at

+140°F. So, for all practical purposes, we can consider the minimum noise voltage in round numbers
as 1 µV/Ch, or -60 dBmV across 75 ohms. This means

that there will always be a theoretical, bare-

minimum noise level of 1 µV/Ch of thermal noise
measured anywhere in a 75 -ohm system from the
antenna to the TV set.
For this reason, the signal voltage generated by the

antenna must be sufficiently higher than the noise
(and maintained so throughout the system) to pro-

Fig. 4-Photo shows good picture quality resulting from a 150 µV (-16.5
dBmV) signal amplified through a single -stage 15 -dB amplifier with a rated
N.F of 3.3 dB, which provides the tuner with an 840 µV (-1.5 dBmV) signal.

cally 4 to 5 dB at VHF and 7 to 8 dB at UHF. A 1,000
µV signal at the antenna has a S/N of 60 dB. A 100 µV

vide a snow -free picture at the TV set. A 100 µV (-20
dBmV) signal then provides only a 40 -dB signal-to-

signal at the antenna has a S/N of 40 dB. Running
these signals through an antenna preamp having a

which does not provide for amplifier noise, fading and

10 dB noise figure will reduce the S/N to 50 dB for the
1000 µV signal and 30 dB for the 100 µV signal. A S/N

noise ratio (S/N). This is a marginal signal level

system losses. For this reason, we strive for a minimum 1,000 µV (0 dBmV or S/N = 60 dB) signal level

at the antenna and throughout the system until it
reaches the TV -set tuner.
Noise Figure Degrades S/N

The noise figure of a good low -noise preamp is typi-

of 45 dB is considered an excellent picture with no
snow, while a S/N of 30 dB is a marginal -quality
picture with objectionable show.
Now, you can begin to see why noise figure in an
antenna preamp is so important in a weak -signal
area. The noise figure of a preamp will degrade the

S/N by adding shot noise to the signal while it is
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an amplifier appears throughout the various stages
and will appear as a single combined noise voltage in

the output load. It is accepted practice to refer this
noise voltage (or power) back to the input by dividing
it by the overall gain of the amplifier. Normally, we

refer to noise in terms of power, but in a 75 -ohm
MATV system we can treat it and measure it as a

voltage across a 75 -ohm matched -load resistance.
Noise figure is measured by terminating the ampli-

fier input with 75 ohms and measuring the noise
power across a 75 -ohm output load. Then a 3 -dB

matched attenuator is inserted ahead of the load and
a 75 -ohm calibrated noise generator is connected to

the input in place of the terminating resistor. The
Fig. 5-Photo of a snowy picture resulting from using an amplifier with
excessive gain (38 dB) and N.F. rating of 2.6 dB. Input gain control was
turned down 15 dB, amplifying the 150 µV input signal 23 dB (or 14 times)

to provide the tuner with a 2160 µV (+6.5 dBmV) signal.

noise -generator output signal then is increased until
the original noise -power reading is obtained in the
output load. The noise -generator output then is equal
to the noise figure of the amplifier.

This measurement must be made in a shielded
undergoing amplification in the transistors. How- enclosure (screen room) so that the noise power readever, if the S/N at the input is excellent (i.e., 45 dB or ing is the noise generated in the amplifier, and from
higher), a good quiet preamp will have little effect on the calibrated noise generator only-not from direct
pickup of extraneous signals and/or noise.
picture quality.
It should also be understood that the antenna pre amp will establish the maximum S/N for the entire Tuner N.F. Notoriously Poor

TV -set tuners should also be an important considsystem. That is, the S/N coming out of the preamp can
not be improved-that's it! The most important thing eration regarding picture quality. They are notorious
for having poor noise figures (e.g. 15 dB). Therefore, it
you can do is to preserve it.
Any passive (non -amplifying) device causing at- is important that they be fed at least 100 µV/ch, so
tenuation or loss in the system is considered to have a that the signal-to-noise ratio at the TV set antenna
noise figure in dB equal to that loss in dB. For exam- terminals will be 55 dB or better, for a snow -free
ple, a 6 -dB pad can be considered to have a noise - picture.
Almost every TV set has a lossy balun between the
figure of 6 dB. This is so because it attenuates the
signal 6 dB, thereby reducing the S/N by 6 dB. For 300 -ohm antenna terminals and the 75 -ohm input of
example, a 6 dB pad ahead of a preamp with a 6 dB the tuner. To make things worse, a 75 -ohm coax
noise figure yields an overall noise figure of 12db. downlead requires an external balun before connectThis is why it is so important to amplify a weak ing to the receiver's 300 -ohm antenna input termiantenna signal before it experiences any attenuation nals.
For this reason, it is desirable to provide a 75 -ohm
caused by pads, cable, connectors or a mismatch of
connector
at the rear of the set, and then use a short
impedances.
If you have a weak signal, it is best to amplify it up length of coax to connect it directly to the tuner input.
to 0 dBmV with an amplifier having as low a noise This method not only eliminates the loss in two
figure as possible. In order to preserve the low noise back-to-back baluns which results in degradation of
figure of the amplifier there should be a very mini- tuner noise figure but also frequently eliminates
mum of loss between the signal source and the input leading ghosts caused by direct signal pickup in the
amplifier. If the amplifier has too much gain, pad short, unshielded 300 -ohm line between the antenna
down the amplified signal after the amplifier-not connections of the set and the TV tuner.
ahead of it. Better yet, choose a smaller amplifier Summary
having the right amount of gain. Some distribution
Let's summarize the important points made in this
amplifiers have a variable gain control that can be
article:
used to increase their input -signal handling capabil-

ity at the input. Attenuating the input signal this

way is acceptable in the case of strong or high-level
signals, but not for weak ones.
Antennas Considered Noiseless

All antennas are considered to be noiseless and
lossless, or, in other words, their noise figure (NF) is 0

dB. They do not attenuate or amplify voltages. The
more signal you can get from the antenna, the better
your TV picture will be. In contrast to a preamp, a
larger antenna will increase the signal without increasing the noise.
Measuring Noise Figure

Noise generated in the transistors and/or tubes of

* Noise figure indicates the relative amount of
noise added by the amplifying devices (i.e., tube
or transistors) in an amplifier.
* Noise -figure contribution is mainly shot noise
from tubes and transistors.

* The S/N ratio of the signal applied to the re-

ceiver's antenna input terminals cannot be improved by the receiver circuitry.
* Use a preamp to compensate for losses in the
downlead, splitters, couplers, etc. between the
antenna and next amplifier in the system, which
in many cases will be the tuner in the TV set.
* Because of poor noise figure of most tuners it is
important that you have at least 1000 µV of signal at the TV set to achieve a clean picture.
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Preamplifier

Scope
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411
Strip Chart
Recorder

Defibrillator Chassis

Fig. 1-A typical defibrillator resuscitation cart.

Intro to
Defibrillator
Servicing

Fig.2-A bedside defibrillator and monitoring
package. (courtesy of American Optical)

Charge
Meter
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By Joseph J. Carr, C.E.T.

Scope

Patient
Paddles

A look at another source
of business and profit
for electronic technicians
Chart Recorder

Fig. 3-A battery -operated portable defibrillator.

Defibrillators are a relatively assembly itself.
simple medical instrument and
The name 'defibrillator' is deare amenable to servicing by local, rived from the particular fatal
independent technicians and ser- cardiac arrhythmia the instruvice firms. The simplicity of most

ment is designed to correct-

with which they must be serviced
makes it more attractive for a hospital to have a local independent
electronics servicer handle these

tion in which the patient's heart is

such instruments and the speed ventricular fibrillation, a condi-

quivering rather than beating,
and where contractions are too
shallow to produce effective blood

instruments, rather than the pumping action.

somewhat slower factory or authorized factory service contrac-

Typical Defibrillators

tor.

Figures 1, 2, and 3 show several
Defibrillators are used to shock typical defibrillators as might be
a heart attack victim's heart so found in a typical hospital. Fig. 1

that normal rhythm can be re- shows a resuscitation cart. Storstored. The electrical charge is age cabinet drawers in the lower

stored in a capacitor, which is con- section are used for keeping drugs

nected across the patient paddle
electrodes and is delivered to the'
patient when the operator presses
a discharge switch located either
on the front panel or the paddle
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and supplies needed during the
emergency. The actual defibril-

lator chassis is the unit in the
lower right hand corner of the
upper section. Next to the defibril-
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Fig. 4-A simplified schematic of a typical defibrillator.

Fig. 5-A simplified schematic of the automatic charge control circuit in a
defibrillator.

lator chassis is a strip chart rec- to the location of the emergency.

and is the "charge" knob from Fig.

order which is used to draw a per-

1.

manent record of the patient's
ECG waveform on a piece of ther-

mally sensitive graph paper. In
the upper right hand corner we see

an ECG preamplifier chassis. A

patient cable attached to electrodes on the victim's chest or

Defibrillator Circuitry

The meter in the circuit, Ml, is

A simplified defibrillator circuit actually a kilovoltmeter, but the
is shown in Fig. 4. The main face is calibrated in watt -seconds
charge is stored in capacitor Cl, or joules (lj = lw- s).
A partial schematic of another
which is usually a 161.1f, high voltage, oil -filled capacitor. Relay K1 type of defibrillator control circuit
is a high voltage, vacuum type of is shown in Fig. 5. In this case, a

limbs acquires the tiny ECG volt- relay such as the Torr model
ages which are processed by this TMR10. When the defibrillator is
turned on, relay K1 connects the
amplifier.
The oscilloscope is a special capacitor across the high voltage
medical type which is very much DC power supply for charging.
like any other scope except that Then, when the "discharge" butthe CRT uses a special long persis- ton is pressed, the energized relay
tance phosphor such as the P7. The coil connects the capacitor across
input to this oscilloscope is con- the output circuit consisting of a
nected in parallel with the input to 100mH choke coil, Ll, and the patient's body resistance which has
the strip chart recorder.
The size of the charge to be about 50 ohms nominal value.

comparator circuit, which might
be an IC such as the LM311 or
discreet components, is used to

compare a sample of the capacitor
voltage obtained from voltage divider R1/R2 to a reference voltage
from potentiometer R3. When the

two voltages are equal the com-

parator output goes high and
turns off the AC primary voltage
applied to transformer T2. Poten-

tiometer R3 is mounted to the

Relay K2, as a safety feature, front panel and replaces the variac
stored in the capacitor is determined by the charge control knob clears the capacitor charge when as the charge control.
The inner works of the AO deon the front panel and is read from the machine is turned off, or when
fibrillator
in Fig. 1 are shown in
the calibrated panel meter. Fig. 2 the operator presses a special
Fig.
6,
to
give
you an idea of the
"clear
charge"
switch
(S2).
The
shows a similar instrument but of
more recent vintage. The charge relay connects a 10k/50 watt size of the main capacitor. Make no
control knob in this later instru- bleeder resistor, R1, across the ca- mistake about it-that capacitor

ment has been replaced by

pushbutton switches.
The model in Fig. 3 is a battery
operated portable. This model uses

the defibrillator paddles to also
acquire the patient's ECG signal
which saves time over the method

of using a separate patient ECG
cable.

Portables have become much
publicized in recent years by TV
shows such as "Emergency" and
the proliferation of rescue squad
paramedic teams. The portables
are also popular in smaller hospitals where one instrument must be
used to serve several areas of the
building and must be hand carried

pacitor for a safe discharge. Some stores a potentially LETHAL
technicians who work on difibril- charge! Always work on these inlators carry with them a bleeder struments using good high voltage
resistor with well -insulated al- technique just as if you were workligator clip leads in case they find ing on a high power radio transan open bleeder resistor on the in- mitter, or other similar device.
strument itself.
Testing Defibrillators
The high voltage DC power supSeveral techniques can be used
ply circuit consists of variac T1,
high voltage transformer T2 and a to check defibrillator perforrectifier, Vl. The rectifier in many mance. The simplest method is to
older instruments will be a TV - use a kilovoltmeter to measure the
type, such as the 1B3 or 1AD2, voltage across the capacitor at full
while in more modern instru- charge. This voltage level is comS is the
ments it will be a solid-state diode puted from: E = p
stored
charge
in
watt
-seconds
stack not unlike some of those seen
in TV chassis. The variac in this (joules) and C is the capacitance in
case is mounted to the front panel farads. For a 160 capacitor
.
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charged to 400 watt -seconds the

value of E will be 7.07 Kv.

There are two serious limita-

tions to this first test method,

MEET

OUR FAMILY

OF gRAbbERs

however. One is the uncertainty of

errors in the typical low-cost

kilovoltmeter and the other is the
fact that static testing of high voltage devices is not nearly as good as

dynamic testing. Many compo-

nents test out all right under static
conditions but fail badly in actual
operation.

A better way to test these instruments is to use a dynamic defibrillator tester. One of the test-

ers available uses a 50 ohm

dummy load to absorb the power,

and it contains an integrating

trIMNMIIIIIII411111111

voltmeter to compute the deliv-

continued on page 47
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Fig. 7-A typical waveform taken across a 50
ohm dummy load in a properly operating defibrillator.
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left portion of the waveform in Fig. 7. Arrow
points to the "glitch" caused by a defective HV
relay.

Scope That Power Supply
By Joseph J. Carr, C.E.T.

How to use the oscilloscope for fast, accurate
diagnosis of power supply troubles.

Point A

(A
ti
AC

0

ti
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*

REGULATOR
CIRCUIT

C1
fJ00

mld

C2

4.7

+_1_
oC

mfd

Fig. 1-A functional block diagram of a typical
electronically regulated power supply.

Point B)

Fig. 2-Waveforms produced by the power supply circuit shown in Fig. 1. (A) shows the ripple
present at point A in Fig. 1. (B) shows the
waveform at point B in Fig. 1, after regulation.

II Let me pose a question to you. fore the regulator circuit. The
How often do you examine the lower waveform shows the ripple
B, after regulacircuit
output

with an oscilloscope? If you're like tion. Note that, on the same voltmany servicers (myself included), age scale, this waveform appears
the answer is probably "not often very nearly pure DC. To be sure, if
enough." Most of us tend to take we amplified the lower trace quite
the power supply for granted. If it's a bit we would be able to see plenty
producing DC, we look elsewhere of ripple. It is, though, so low as to

for the trouble. The truth of the be almost ineffectual in most cirmatter is, examining the DC volt-

cuits.

If the regulator circuit were to
age with a scope-and knowing
become
inoperative because of a
what to look for-can lead to the
solution of many "tough dog" prob- shorted series pass transistor, we
would find the high ripple compolems.

A lot of modern electronic nent on both the A and the B

equipment is operated from inter- waveform. Also, the DC voltage at
nal regulated power supplies. One point B would be excessive. To the
feature of such power supplies is TV servicer this would cause, at
that almost all of the AC ripple the least, a heavy 120 Hz hum bar
normally encountered in rectifier in the picture, plus whatever other
circuits is suppressed by the reg- symptoms that might accompany
ulator. Fig. 1 shows a functional high ripple and excessive DC supblock diagram of an electronically ply voltages. To the industrial,
regulated supply. The waveforms medical, test equipment, digital or
to be found at points A and B are communications servicer these
shown in Fig. 2. (The vertical am- problems might produce any
plifiers in the dual -trace oscillo- number of unusual symptoms.
We should also be interested in
scope have been adjusted to have

the same sensitivity so that the what happens in the DC power
relative amplitudes of two volt- supply at the instant of turn -on.
This is a dynamic time in many
ages can be compared.)
The top waveform in Fig. 2 electronic circuits, and may be the
shows the ripple present at point A

root cause of many difficult -to -find

in Fig. 1. This point is at the output of the rectifier bridge and be -

rising waveform of a positive

problems. Fig. 3 shows the normal
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Master Tube Substitution Handbook
List Price $8.95; Club Price $3.95
Transistor Ignition Systems
List Price $8.95; Club Price $5.95
Master Transistor Substitution Handbook
List Price $11.95; Club Price $5.95
Practical Solid -State DC Power Supplies
List Price $9.95; Club Price $6.95
106 Easy Elec. Proj./Beyond the Transistor
List Price $8.95; Club Price $5.95
Understanding/Using Mod. Signal Gen.
List Price $9.95; Club Price $4.95
Understanding/Using Mod. Elec. Srvcg.
Test Equip.
List Price $8.95; Club Price $4.95
Photo/Symptom Guide/Solid-State Color
TV Tbls.
List Price $8.95; Club Price $4.95

CET License Handbook
List Price $12.95; Club Price $7.95

Master Hdbk. Digital Logic Applications

List Price $11.95; Club Price $7.95
CBer's Handybook of Simple Hobby Prits.
List Price $6.95; Club Price $3.95
CB Radio Schematic/Servicing Manual #4
List Price $8.95; Club Price $4.95
Modern Electronics Math
List Price $12.95; Club Price $8.95

Modern Guide to Digital Logic

List Price $9.95; Club Price $5.95

Impedance

List Price $8.95; Club Price $5.95
Build Your Own Working Robot
List Price $8.95; Club Price $5.95
TV Schematics: Read Between the Lines
List Price $8.95; Club Price $4.95
Tblshg. with the Dual -Trace Scope
List Price $8.95; Club Price $4.95
Switching Regulators & Power Supplies
List Price $9.95; Club Price $5.95
OP AMP Circuit Design & Applications
List Price $9.95; Club Price $5.95
Build -It Book/Min. Test/Msrmt. Instr.
List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95

Electronic Conversions, Symbols/Formulas
List Price $8.95; Club Price $4.95
Microprocessor/Microprograming Hdbk.
List Price $9.95; Club Price $5.95

Digital/Logic Electronics Handbook
List Price $9.95; Club Price $6.95
Master Hdbk. 1001 Pract. Elec. Circuits.
List Price $12.95; Club Price $7.95

attractive terms, simply fill out and

SENDNO MONEY!

Simply fill in and mail postage -paid Airmail card today!

COLOR TV
TROUBLE
FACTBOOK
Problems & Solutions
The most comprehensive single "all -makes"
guide to color TV troubles and solutions ever
published . . . NEW, completely revised and
enlarged by over 30%, 3rd Edition!

434 pages
612 illustrations
Handsome, hardbound volume

Partial List of Contents
Admiral -Chassis G11 /G13/H12/K15, GI 3

and H12, K10, 4H12, 11A9N/53776AN,
H10 -H12, 4100, G11/G13/H10/H12/K15,
G11/G13, 14H12, K20, 1(16, K16/K17/K18/
K20, 121(20, G11, M20, K18, K19, K18/K19,

M10, 1M308, 3M20/3K19/141K10, M24/
M25/M30, T15K10/16K10, 3K19, 5L5851/
5L5853/5L5855. Canadian General Electric

-Chassis M663, M678, M678/M679. Du-

mont -Chassis 120957/958. Emerson Chassis K20, K17/K18, M20. General Electric -Chassis CB, C1, Gl, H, H1, H3, KC &

CB, KC-KD, KE, P, Ni, N2, Cl/L1, Ul, JA,
Cl /L1 & C2/L2, MA, C2/CD, L2/LB, HE,
C, XA, MC, MB -75, 19QB. Magnavox Chassis 1904 & 45, 1911/1918/1920/1931,
1919, 1924, 1931/T933/T38, 1940, T924/

1939, 1936, 1935, 1936/T939/1940, T939 &
1940, 1931/T933/T940, 1947,1924/939/950,
T951, 1950 with 704059, T931/1933, T936/

T950/T951/T952, 1958/1962, early 1950/

1958 with 704065 remote,

T951,
T918,

1938,

7974/1936/1956/
1957, 1979, T939, 1936/956/957, 1958 and
1974, 1979, T979/989, 1989, 1960, 1985/
1986, 1966, 1998, 1981/1982/1987, 1995,
1962-10,

1946,

15934. MGA-Chassis T50, CH160, CH 190, CH191. Motorola -Chassis 15908,
15914/918, 15915, T5918, 1921, T5924,
15929/931/938, early 16 and 1815929,
15934. Olympic -Chassis C7C19/20/21,
CTC19/21, CTC19/21/31, CT910, C1911,
CTC20/30, CTC30. Philco-Chassis 16M91,
QT85.

performance and where the serviceman might
replace a "factory" component with an unsuitable substitute.

ere it is -the hottest all -makes problem and -cure guide ever -the fully updated master
guide to troubles and circuit problems in
American -made color TV receivers -the guidebook that can save you hours (and even days!)
of troubleshooting time! This valuable book
packs more facts per page than any other, and
it describes in words, diagrams, and schematics the kinds of troubles you don't ordinarily
see in books -like original -set wiring errors,
corrections to manufacturers' printed schematics, maker -originated modifications to improve
set performance, and scores of service tips for
individual models of specific makes. It's a
fully indexed all -in -one reference

This book is a "must" for every practicing
professional TV service specialist . .. the data
it contains will easily save you hours of time
repairing "tough -dog" color TVs. Partial schematics, location diagrams, chassis layouts, and
sketches are included as necessary to make
every entry easy to understand and simple to
implement in the field. To our knowledge, no
other single volume contains so much easy -to find information about so many individual
models and brands of color receivers. A complete cross-reference index is provided to enable you to quickly find the specific material
you need. In all. over 1000 specific items are

guide to

color -set troubles and recommended solutions,

manufacturers' service notes, and production
change data -all alpha -numerically arranged
by manufacturer and model. This low-cost
handbook contains service tips, troubleshoot-

included.

ing data, and a wealth of special problem -solving aids for all popular U.S. and Canadian
color TV makes and models, from A (Admiral)

If you service color TVs, this organized file

of data will pay for itself time and again. It
provides instant solutions to many color TV

to Z (Zenith).
But that's not all! Included also are details

circuit troubles, enabling you to diagnose and
repair hundreds of otherwise difficult -to -solve
problems. The material was carefully selected
from the pages of Electronic Technician/
Dealer magazine on the basis of its lasting
usefulness to active members of the TV servicing fraternity. Thumb-indexed for instantaneous reference. 434 pps., hundreds of schematics and diagrams. Hardbound. Publisher's
list price $9.95.

repetitive troubles, field -factory
changes, new and unusual circuits and descripconcerning

tions of how they work, special adjustment
procedures and hosts of other invaluable service information. Of particular importance are
the manufacturer's production changes -this
book includes a detailed accounting of such
changes where they might logically affect set

Philco-Ford-Chassis 14M91/15M17/A180A/180186, 180185/

91/15M91,

160185

18MT70,

&

16N182,

201(140/

20KT41, 200188/20QT, 3(590/91/30'90/
91, 3C590/3C591/3CY90-3CY91, 3(590/
3C190, 22QT80/21KT40/21KT41, 4(573/

lf08

m?

0144,11101

L.

4C191. RCA -Chassis 1966 Color, CTC17/
17X, CTC20, CTC2I, CTC30, CTC36, (IC -

CTC40, (1(52/43/44/47, CTC40/44/
47, (1(38/39, KRK170, (1(44/47, C1C46,
38,

C1055, (1(51, CTC50, CTC22/41/42, (IC 44/46/47/49/54, CTC54, C1052, CTC59,
CTC63,

(1(46/54/59,

Setchell-Carlson.
01

and

RD)

VIC ',PI 04.0.011,A,

71.1.111,11

XL -100.

Sylvania -Chassis

D-

D06/
D02/D10, D06,
D12-09-09/
014,
D12 -21-50/D12-11-06, D12-20-

D02,

007/008/D10,
D12-15-07,

CTC48,

COS

D12,

D14, D15, and D16, 502-1, 2, E04,
E08. Truetone-Chassis 2DC4815. Westinghouse -Chassis V2655, V8001, V2655/

Kt.
1

0

11.151 1,4601.1 or 41114111

50,

V2656. Zenith -Chassis 20X138, 14A9C51,
12A13C52, 25DC57, 19DC12/22/28, 17/19EC45, 25FC45.

Literally hundreds of complete and partial schematics and illustrations make
each of the thousands of entries in "Color TV Trouble Factbook"
easy to understand.
...for more details circle 125 on Reader Service Card

AN EXTRAORDINARY OFFER...

+Vcc

C3

47 mfdt

Fig. 3-A normal rising waveform of a positive
power supply that Is mostly resistive.

Fig. 4-A slightly damped waveform produced at
turn -on in a high capacitance power supply.

power supply that is mostly resis-

cause this PN junction (or "diode")

C1

4.7 mfd
C2

47 mfd

tive. Fig. 4, on the other hand, to become inadvertently forward
shows the slightly damped biased. Under this condition, if
waveform to expect when turning sufficient current flows, the IC
on a high capacitance power supply. This particular waveform was
taken from a power supply with a

Vee

+ Vcc

would be destroyed.
A common type of IC linear circuit configuration is shown in Fig.

D1

5. Ul is an IC amplifier or signal
Ordinarily, this information is processor device. For purposes of
of little interest, but every now this discussion we will not specify
and then we see a piece of equip- which type it is, because the prob2000 Mfd capacitor.

D1.D2.
1N4007
D2

ment which seems to become lem is almost generic to dual latched up on turn -on. Such circuits generally use dual polarity
power supplies and may use op -

amps, or other linear IC devices, or

they may use regular transistors
and diodes. The problem is caused
by having one of the two opposite

polarity supplies lag a little behind its companion when turning

polarity linear ICs.
In this particular circuit, there

are three sources of rather sub-

stantial current flow: Vcc(+),

- Vee

Fig. 5-This is a common type of IC linear circuit
configuration, serving as an IC amplifier or signal processor device.

Vee(-), and the current stored in
capacitor Cl. If the Vcc and Vee
voltages decay unequally, then
there might exist a brief moment
in which the voltage between one

on. An open capacitor will sub- power supply terminal and the top
stantially reduce the turn -on time of Cl is opposite its normal relaconstant and that is the root of tionship. In most cases, especially

these problems. This can be diagnosed by using a dual trace scope
with one input on each of the two
supplies. Examine the rise times
to see that they are approximately
equal.
Similarly, we should also con-

op -amp circuits, the actual failure

mode is the reversal of the relationship of the Vee-Cl voltage.
This may forward bias the substrate "diode" and allow a current

to flow that is great enough to

cause permanent damage. In this
type of failure, the probability of
This is especially true in dual sup- damage is directly proportional to
ply IC circuits-in fact, it is often the length of the decay time lag
critical.
and the value of Cl. Large capaciMost IC devices have PN junc- tors for Cl store more current and
tions between the active transis- discharge more slowly.
tors and other components of the
If an oscilloscope examination
device and the substrate of the IC. reveals a substantially unequal
In normal operations, these PN decay time for Vcc and Vee, then
junctions (in effect, diodes) are re- suspect this as the possible cause
verse biased, so they are inert in of recurrent IC failure.
the circuit.
The cure for this problem might
In some IC circuits, particularly be to find the reason why the
those with dual -polarity DC power power supplies decay unequally.
supplies, certain conditions can In normal operation we can rea' 36 / ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN/DEALER, DECEMBER 1976

sider what happens at turn-off.

Fig. 6-Diagram of an inductive power supply
circuit that could be a solenoid, relay coil,
flyback coil, or deflection yoke.

sonably expect both supplies to
decay evenly. A defect in an electronic regulator, or an open filter

capacitor, may tend to upset this
delicate balance.

Another cure, although this

may also be classified as a modification, is to series connect a rectifier diode in each of the two power

supply lines. These diodes are
connected with their polarity arranged so that only current of the
right polarity can pass (see Fig.
3B).

Now let's consider the type of

power supply circuit shown in Fig.

+5V[

(CLOSED)
-1

+5 VDC

L_

A

.Cl

(OPENI

+5 V

iLv.1

Fig. 9-Waveforms of an inductive power supply produced during several on/off cycles. Fig. 9A shows
the negative spike produced when the suppressing diode is open or missing. Fig. 9B was produced by

a power supply circuit with a properly operating suppressor diode.

vuc

B

-Volt,

J

"glitch" that would reset flip-flop

or register circuits-or gate them
on or off at inappropriate times.
To better understand where the
"negative spike" comes from and
how a diode serves to eliminate or

Fig. 7-Diagrams of an inductive power supply
circuit without a suppressing diode, in the 'on
position (7A) and the 'off' position (7B).

Fia. 8-The inductive power suoolv shown in
Fig. 7 with the suppressing diode added to the

circuit in the 'off' position.

6-an inductive circuit that includes a switch (S1), a diode (D1), a
capacitor (C1), and a coil (L1). The

coil could be a solenoid or a relay

coil-or in a more abstract

sense-a flyback coil or deflection
yoke. What the circuit amounts to

to ground, eliminating, or sup-

pressing, the negative spike. The
waveform produced by this circuit
is representated by the drawing to
the right of the circuit diagram in
Fig. 8.

suppress the spike, let's take a
look at Figs. 7A and 7B which

Actual photographs of the

the power supply circuit at this

plete with negative spike, pro-

waveforms produced by connectshow the on and off operations of a ing an oscilloscope input across
power supply circuit without the the power supply circuit at capacitor Cl during several on/off cycles
suppressing diode.
In Fig. 7A, the switch (SW1) is are shown in Figs. 9A and 9B.
depressed and the circuit is turned Please note that the leading edge
on. The applied voltage of +5 VDC of the waveforms is missing in the
charges the capacitor Cl and photographs because of a slow rise
creates a magnetic field around time in the particular scope used.
Fig. 9A is the waveform, comthe coil (L1). The output voltage of
point is +5VDC. A drawing of the duced when the diode is either
waveform produced at the moment open or missing. Fig. 9B is the
of turn -on is shown at the right of waveform produced by a power
supply circuit that includes a
the diagram.
In Fig. 7B., the switch is re- properly operating suppressor dileased and the circuit is turned off. ode.
As we said in the beginning,
The capacitor (C1) discharges and
the field around the coil collapses. using an oscilloscope to examine
The combined current of the ca- power supply circuits-and knowpacitor discharge and the counter ing what to look for-can solve a
electromotive force (CEMF) of the lot of your "tough dog" problems.
collapsing field of the coil (CEMF In fact, it probably is safe to say
is series -aiding to the discharge that the scope is a necessary piece
current of the capacitor) produces of equipment for truly successful
a negative spike (or inductive power supply troubleshooting.

is a high inductance hit by a repetitive DC step voltage that is
produced by depressing and releasing the pushbutton switch, or
Of course, as is the case with
in other words, turning on and kick). The negative spike that is
other
electronic circuits and dethe
in
shown
produced is
turning off the circuit.
vices,
if the problem still can't be
waveform
drawing
to
the
right
of
A diode (D1) is usually placed in
solved with the knowledge and
this kind of inductive power sup- the diagram in Fig. 7B.
In Fig. 8, a diode (D1) has been equipment you have at hand-a
ply circuit to eliminate, or suppress, the so-called inductive kick, added to the circuit. Now, when call or a letter to the manufacturor "spike" which occurs each time the switch is released and the cir- er's service department, or even
the circuit is turned off. If the cuit is turned off, the capacitor the engineering department,
diode were to open, and the spike (C1) discharges and the field of the might be necessary. It's possible
was not suppressed, you could eas- coil collapses as before, but now,
ily end up with blown transistors, when the voltage produced
diodes, or IC devices. In digital cir- reaches -.6VDC, the diode starts
cuits, the spike could also create a to conduct and returns the voltage

that this has been a recurring

problem with this particular device and the manufacturer may be

able to recommend a cure.
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TEST INSTRUMENT REPORT

Portable DMMs SystronDonner's Model 7003 &
Dana's Model 2100A

Not even the 355 pounds of Systron-Donner de-

sign engineer Phil Kearney can crush the
clamshell -shaped Cycloy case of the Model
7003.

voltage and resistance measurements, and the white jack,

labeled `inA' is used in conjunction
Systron-Donner Model 7003 Digital Multimeter. For more information about
this test instrument, circle number 144 on Reader Service Card.

with the 'COM' jack for current
measurements.

The `inA' input circuit is proreadout) from .1µA to 1999mA, tected against currents exceeding
If you've been looking for a por- and resistances from .1 ohm to 2 amps by an externally resettable
table digital multimeter which is 19.99 megohms. (Specific ranges, circuit breaker, the reset button of
not only `drop -proof but also vir- accuracies and other electrical which is conveniently positioned
tually crush -proof, Systron-Don- characteristics of the 7003 are de- above the input jacks on the front
SYSTRON-DONNER MODEL 7003

ner's Model 7003 could be the an- tailed in the accompanying specifswer.
ications table.)
As shown in an accompanying
Display features of the 7003 inphoto, the clamshell -shaped, Cyc- clude automatic polarity indicaboy case of the 7003 easily supports tion, with both positive and negathe 355 pounds of Systron-Donner tive indicators; automatic posi-

panel.
As is evident in the accompanying close-up photo of the 7003, the

plastic alloy which also is used in automatic zeroing on all functions
professional football helmets and and ranges; and automatic over in the bumper assemblies of 1976 range indication (flashing of the
cars.)
entire display). In addition, the
The 7003 is equipped with a 3-1/2 word "ERROR" is illuminated to
digit LED display with .4 -inch - the right of the main display when
high orange numerals against a the wrong combination of function
black background and is capable of and range is selected.
measuring DC voltages from .1mV
Input to the 7003 is via three
to 1000 volts, AC voltages (true jacks in the upper right-hand
RMS readout) from .1mV to 500 corner of the front panel-the red
volts, DC current from .1µA to jack, labeled `V/0', is used in con-

white, green, gold, blue, or orange
`panel' automatically appears be-

four function and six range

pushbuttons are grouped separately on the front panel under
design engineer Phil Kearney. tioning of the decimal point for conspicuous 'FUNCTION' and
(Cycloy is an ABS/Polycarbonate each of the six range pushbuttons; `RANGE' labels. In addition, a

hind the clear plastic of the

pushbuttons whenever they are
pushed in, providing a clear visual

indication of which function and
range has been selected.
The basic version of the 7003 is
AC powered, but it also is available optionally with a built-in re-

chargeable nicad battery pack/

charger system which provides six

1999mA, AC current (true RMS junction with the 'COM' jack for hours of continuous operation be38 / ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN/DEALER, DECEMBER 1976

two types of carrying cases, 30-KV
SPECIFICATIONS
SYSTRON-DONNER
MODEL 7003
DIGITAL MULTIMETER

(25 +5° C): +0.75% rdg. +3 counts
(applies

1% F.S.)

DANA MODEL 2100A

Fullscale Ranges: 199.9 µA (0.2), 1.999 mA (2),

Fullscale Ranges: +199.9 mV (0.2), +1.999V
(2), +19.99V (20), +199.9V (200), +1999V

19.99 mA (20), 199.9 mA (200), 1999 mA (2000)

Resolution: 100 nA to 1 mA

(2000)

Resolution: 100 µV to 1V

Frequency Range: 50 Hz to 10 kHz

Polarity Selection: Automatic with plus and minus
indicator.

Accuracy (1 year):

Input Impedance: 10 megohms all ranges

Terminal Voltage:
0.2, 2, 20, and 200 ranges: 0.2V at full scale

Maximum Input: +1000VDC or Peak AC

Maximum Input: 2000 mA (Circuit breaker pro-

2000 range: 0.6V at full scale

tected)

DC CURRENT
RESISTANCE
FULLSCALE

mA (2000)

Polarity Selection: Automatic with plus and minus
indicator

Accuracy (1 year):
0.2, 2, 20, and 200 ranges (25 +5°C): +0.5%
rdg. +2 counts 2000 range (25 +5°C): +1.0%
rdg. +3 counts
Terminal Voltage:
0.2, 2, 20, 200 ranges: 0.2V at F.S.
2000 range: 0.6V at F.S.

Maximum Input: +2000 mA. Circuit breaker pro-

1.9991(0 (2)
19.991(0 (20)
199.91(0 (200)
1999 1(0 (2000)

19.99M0 (20 M)

1mA
1mA

0.10
10

1000

100
1000

10µA
1µA
0.1µA

11(0
101(0

.1999
1.999
1.999
1.999
1.999
1.999

Accuracy (1 year) (25 +5° C):
0.2 range: +0.4% rdg. +2 counts
2 range: +0.3% rdg. +2 counts
20 and 200 ranges: +0.2% rdg. +2 counts
2000 range: +0.4% rdg. +3 counts
20 M range: +0.5% rdg. +4 counts

Maximum Open -Circuit Voltage: 4 volts

Fullscale Ranges: 199.9 mV (0.2), 1.999V (2),

Voltage Protection (without damage): 250 Vrms
GENERAL

Frequency Range: 50 Hz to 10kHz

Accuracy (1 year):
0.2 and 2000 ranges (25 +5° C): +1% rdg. +3
counts (applies

1% F.S.)2, 20, and 200 ranges

stretched hand.
Light weight-a mere 1 lb., including battery.
Rugged construction -a virtually unbreakable Cylocac® case
with molded shoulders which prosingle operating switch, combined

with solid-state circuitry, make
the Model 2100A capable of withstanding the extreme abuse which

test instruments inevitably are
subjected to in off -the -bench and
out -of -shop servicing situations.
Extended -operation capability

from a built-in power sourcepowered by a single non -chargeable 9 -volt 'transistor radio' bat-

performing about 3000 hours (or
about one year) of in -spec mea-

surements before battery re-

19.99V (20). 199.9V (200), 1999V (2000)

Resolution: 100 pV tp 1V
Input Impedance: 10 MO in parallel with 100 pF

in. dimensions are only
slightly larger than an out2'/4

tery, the Model 2100A is capable of

tected (Operates under 3A load for 6 seconds)
AC VOLTAGE

Model 2100A its 'truly portable'
label are its:
Small size-its 4 in. x 7'A in. x

tect the readout window and

RANGES

Resolution: 100 nA to 1mA

199.90 (0.2)

`A truly portable, 31/2 digit, all solid -state digital VOM' is an apt
description of Dana's Model 2100A
(Danameter II).
Included among the design fea-

tures which have earned the

0.2 and 2000 ranges (25 +5° C): +1.5% rdg. +3
counts (applies 1% F.S.)
2, 20, and 200 ranges (25 +5°C): +1% rdg. +3
counts (applies 1% F.S.)

Accuracy (1 year):
0.2 range (25+5°C): +0.2% rdg. + 2 counts
2, 20, 200 and 2000 range (25 +5°C): +0.1%
rdg. +1 count

Fullscale Ranges: +199.9 pa (0.2), +1.999 mA
(2), +19.99 mA (20), +199.9 mA (200), +1999

mounting kit.

Maximum Input: 500V (RMS)
AC CURRENT

DC VOLTAGE

high -voltage probe, and a rack

Size: 2. in. high x 8.75 in. wide x 10.88 in. long
Weight: w/out battery option, 3 lbs. 3 oz; w/battery
option, 4 lbs

Power Requirements: 110-115 VAC (RMS) or
200-230 VAC (RMS), choice selected by jumpers on
main printed -circuit board

placement is necessary.
Complementing the preceding
`portability' features of the 2100A
are: 1) a 31/2 digit liquid crystal
display (LCD)-which can be read

easily in dimly lighted environments, as well as in bright sunshine; 2) a versatile measuring

tween recharges. The built-in the instrument and lifting off the capability-DC voltages from
charger continuously recharges top half of the case. The optional lmV to 1000 volts, AC voltages
the battery pack whenever the in- battery pack is securely mounted
strument is plugged into an AC to the underside of the top half of
source, regardless of whether the the case.
The case of the instrument has a
instrument is on or off. Complete
built-in
handle at the rear, and an
recharging is accomplished in 16
hours. The brightness of an in- adjustable stand is supplied with

from lmV to 700 volts RMS, DC
current from .01µA to 1.999A, and

resistances from 1 ohm to 19.99
megohms; and 3) single -switch

operation-all functions and
ranges, including on/off and bat-

ternal ballast lamp, viewable the instrument, for insertion in tery test, are selected by one large
through the rear panel vent, indicates the rate of charge and, therefore, the state of charge of the battery pack-a dim lamp indicates a
slow rate of charge and, therefore,
a fully charged battery pack.
Access to the battery pack, the
line fuse (1/8 -amp Slo-Blo, for 115

slots in either the front or back 18 -position switch on the front

underside of the case. Also

supplied with the 7003 is a plastic
protective cover which slips over
the front panel of the instrument.
The price of the basic (AC power
only) version of the Model 7003 is

panel.

Other ease -of -operation features are: automatic zeroing, automatic decimal positioning, automatic polarity indication (depending on the polarity of the DC

$295, and the AC/DC-powered voltage or current being mea-

VAC operation) and the circuitry version with built-in battery sured, either a negative (-) or plus
of the 7003 is accomplished by re- pack/charger is $340. Other op- (+) sign is displayed on the left
moving six screws on the bottom of tions available include test leads, side of the readout, eliminating
DECEMBER 1976, ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN/DEALER /
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SPECIFICATIONS
DANA MODEL 2100A
DIGITAL VOM
DC VOLTAGE

Full -Scale Ranges: +1.999V (2V), +19.99V
(20V), +199.9V (200V), +999V (1000V)

Resolution: lmV to 1V
Polarity Selection: Automatic with plus and minus
indicator

Input Impedance: 20 megohms, all ranges

Accuracy (1 year 20° C -30° C):
2V range: + (.25% rdg. + 1 count)
20V, 200V, 1KV: +(.35% rdg. + 1 count)
Maximum Input: +1000 VDC or PEAK AC
AC VOLTAGE

Full -Scale Ranges:1.999V (2V), 19.99V (20V),
199.9V (200V), 999V (1000V)

Resolution: lmV to 1V
Input Impedance: 2 megohms in parallel with 50 pF

Dana Model 2100A Digital VOM. For more information about this test instrument, circle number 145
on Reader Service Card.

Accuracy (1 year, 20°C -30°C):
45Hz to 400 Hz: .5% rdg + 2 counts
400Hz to 4KHe: 1.5% rdg. + 2 counts
'2KHz on 2V range

Maximum Input: 1000V PEAK AC or 250VDC
DC CURRENT

Full -Scale

Ranges: +19.99µA (200),
+1.999mA (2mA), + 1.99.9pA (200mA),
+1.999A (2A)

Resolution: .01pA to 1 mA
Polarity Selection: Automatic with plus and minus
indicator

Accuracy (1 year, 20C-30° C): +(.5% rdg. + 2
counts) for all ranges except 2A

Maximum Input:
Voltage: 250VDC or AC RMS (5 sec. max. on 200
range)

Rear view of Dana Model 2100A Digital VOM with

cover of battery/fuse compartment removed.

In awkward servicing situations the Dana Model
2100A can be worn on the back of a hand like a

Single non -chargeable 9 -volt battery provides
one year of operation.

wrist watch, freeing both hands for test lead
placement.

the need for reversing the test strument. (Access to the fuse or
leads), and overrange indication (if

the quantity being measured exceeds the capability of the selected

range, the letters `OL' are dis-

battery is accomplished by loosening the single screw which secures
the cover of the battery/fuse com-

partment and then sliding the

played by the readout, indicating cover up and out.)
the need to select a higher range).
Another design feature which
Overload protection of all volt- enhances the ease with which the

age and resistance ranges and
20µA current range, up to the as-

2100A can be used in off -the -bench

applications is a built-in, two -

sociated maximum input levels position, bail -type stand on the
indicated in the accompanying back of the instrument. In additable of specifications, is provided tion to serving as a stand which
by the inherently high input im- can be tilted to two positions for
pedances of these functions and ease of viewing on the bench, the
ranges.

Current: 2 amps (fuse protected)
RESISTANCE

FULL-SCALE
RANGES

1.999K0 (2K0)
19.99K0 (20K0)
199.9K0 (200K0)
19.99meg0 (20meg0)

CURRENT

THRU RX
100pA

RESOLUTION

1000
10pA
11.1A

10
100
1000
10K0

Accuracy (1 year, 20°C -30°C):
2K, 20K, 200K ranges: .5% rdg. + 2 counts
20megf) range: .75% + 1 count

Maximum Open -Circuit Voltage: 4V
Maximum Input Voltage: 250VDC or AC RMS
GENERAL

Size: 4 in. high x 7'/4 in. wide x 2,/4 in, deep
Weight: 1 lb. (including battery)
Power Requirements: One 9V dry cell (NEDA No.
1604)

bail also makes it possible to wear

Overload protection for the the 2100A on the back of one hand plete with test leads, is $199.50.
2mA, 200mA and 2A DC current like a wrist watch in awkward
Accessories available on an opranges is provided by a 21/2 amp
fast -blow fuse, which, along with

servicing situations, thereby freeing both hands for test lead posithe battery, is housed in a com- tioning.
partment in the back of the in Price of the Model 2100A, com40 / ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN/DEALER, DECEMBER 1976

tional basis include shunts for AC

current measurement, a 50-KV
high -voltage probe, a 200 -MHz RF

probe, and a carrying case.

NEW PRODUCTS

or to alert attendants while on duty.

Descriptions and specifications of the products included in this department are provided by the manufacturers. For additional information, circle the corresponding numbers on the Reader Service Card in
this issue.

single unit. Signal recognition circuitry coupled with adjustable sen-

MINIATURE DIGITAL MULTIMETER 127

The detector provides coverage of from
a few feet to more than 400 feet with a

sitivity provides for detection of
targets ranging from small magnets
and bicycles to motorcycles, snowmobiles, and automobiles, while rejecting false alarms. Sells for $680.00.

A miniature portable digital multimeter which is said to be the first
miniature to provide high accuracy
and sensitivity with true RMS mea-

Autoranging
Frequency
Counting
to 60 MHz

surement of AC volts and current has

with

been introduced by Data Precision
Corporation. Measuring 1% inches
high, 5'/2 inches wide and 31/2 inches
deep, the Model 248 is a full -function,

1 Hz

Resolution
AUDIBLE CIRCUIT TESTER

129

A new current -limited audible cir-

cuit tester for rapid tracing of electronic circuits is being introduced by
Western Technical Products. Called
the Safetone Tracer it has been de-

signed for rapid tracing or troubleshooting of circuits, IC's, semiconductors, logic components, harneshigh -resolution unit offering 41/2 digit
resolution on all parameters. It is convertible for bench use with an optional
bench stand, and features 10 microvolt
sensitivity DC and AC and basic one-

ses, pots and relays. Unlike ohmmeters, test lights, buzzers, and high cur-

rent testers, the new tracer will not
degrade or damage components, according to the manufacturer. While
listening to the tone pitch, which inyear accuracy of +0.05% of input. creases with resistance, the user is
Most logic components in the Model able to sweep rapidly across circuits
248 are contained in a single LSI chip. with freedom of eye and body. ReIt has only two controls, function and
range. Priced at $345.

placeable test leads can be extended to

128

uses two standard size D batteries. Retail price is $29.50.

MAGNETIC VEHICLE DETECTOR

A loop vehicle detector, designed for

direct burial in the earth, parking lot,
or other surface, has been introduced

For laboratory, production line
or maintenance applications
Automatic ranging, 20 Hz to
40 MHz is guaranteed...readout
to 60 MHz is typical

TTL circuitry updates the six digit display five times per
second

Resolution to 1 Hz obtained by
suppressing digits above 1 MHz
when switching to 1 SEC mode

allow for 2 -man testing. The tracer

SEALED LEAD -ACID CELLS
& BATTERIES

130

by Mountain West Alarm Supply.

A new line of rechargeable sealed
Called the T10 detector, the new de- lead -acid (SLA) cells and batteries has
vice is said to be ideal for unattended just been released by General Electric.
use in surveillance of remote access They feature the same type of wound -

areas or perimeters, and for use in plate construction used in GE's
urban environments for surveillance

B&K-PRECISION MODEL 1801 $240

nickel -cadmium batteries. The first
units marketed will be the "D" size;
high capacity "X" cells will be avail-

MHz display of
3.579548 MHz input (AUTO mode)
I

LI

LI

KHz display of overflow of
3.579548 MHz input (1SEC mode)

Available for immediate delivery,
from local B&K-PRECISION
distributors

10 -day free trial offer

able shortly. These new cells are
sealed so they can be used in any posi-

tion, but a resealable safety vent is

:KPRECISION

under extreme abusive use. The "D"

PRODUCTS OF DYNASCAN

provided to prevent cell bursting
cells provide 2.5 ampere -hours capac-

ity at the 250 milliampere discharge
rate. They are capable of delivering
continuous current up to 40 amps or

6460 West Cortland Avenue
Chicago, Illinois 60635 312/889-9087
In Canada Atlas Electronics, Toronto
...for more details circle 108 on Reader Service Card
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shielded cable, called Stat-Stop, is said

the Model 3465B, the meter has a DC

to prevent shield pushback during measurement range from 1 microvolt

connector application. Shield push -

to 1 kilovolt with a mid -range accu-

back and the resultant gap in the racy of ± (0.02 of rdg. ± 0.01% of
shield and connector are common range) for one year. AC measurement
range is 10 microvolt to 500 volts with
a mid -range accuracy of (0.15% of
rdg. ± 0.05% of range) over a 40 Hz to
20 kHz bandwidth. AC and DC current

causes of poor reception. The new
cable consists of a 20 AWG bare copper

conductor insulated with cellular
polyethylene. The shield is wrapped
and adhesive bonded over the insula-

momentary currents (one second) of tion. A 95% tinned copper braid shield
75 amps. Standard batteries made supplies additional shielding and the
from "D" cells are also available in 6 entire assembly is protected by a black
and 12 volt designs. Dimensionally, vinyl jacket with a nominal overall di- measurement range is from 10
the batteries will be interchangeable ameter of 195 inches.
nanoamps to two amps. The DMM,
with batteries of other manufacturers.
with rechargeable nickel -cadmium
The "D" cells are priced from $2.49 to DIGITAL MULTIMETER
132 batteries, sells for $500. The touch $4.80, depending on size of order.
ALUMINL M FOIL -SHIELDED
CB CABLES

A new battery/ac portable 41/2 digit,
131

five -function digital multimeter that
features a 'touch -hold' probe as an accessory is being introduced by

A new line of CB cables with an Hewlett-Packard. The 'touch -hold'
aluminum foil -shield is being intro- probe allows the user to freeze the
duced by Columbia Electronic Cables.

reading on the display when probing
The bonded feature of the new foil - closely -packed circuit boards. Called

hold probe sells for $40.
MAGNETIC CB MOUNT

133

A new two-way radio mount that
uses magnetic power to hold the transceiver in place has been introduced by

Cornell-Dubilier Electronics (CDE).
The new mount also provides a quick

$1,550 Puts Lampkin 109 Quality
on EveryJob, CB to 500 MHz.
Measure / Gererate
than 0001%
Optional eight 12 MHz
to 512 'Wiz
Eight -digit display to 512

Calibrated output 50 my
0.1 my
Measure/ Generate 0-100
AM, metered
Internal Mod 5( Hz to 6000 Hz

Optional full FM function,
1 MHz sweep, frequency er
meter.

$1,550. Options extra.

Manufacturers of Precision Communications Test Equipment Since 1932

LAMPKIN LABORATORIES INC. no. Box 9048

Bradenton, Fla. 33506 Ph. 813 746.4175
01976 Lampkin Laboratories Vic.

...for more details circle 117 on Reader Service Card
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connect/disconnect system for antenna and power. Called the Easy
Mount, the new device uses three pow-

erful permanent magnets to make

positive contact, assuring maximum
signal transfer with perfect VSWR
match. Installation is simple and gives

a flush mount appearance. User has
choice of dash or transmission hump

flipped down and hidden in the automobile trunk when not in use is
being introduced by Channel Master.
Base -loaded and center -loaded models

are available, mounted on a heavy
gauge, two-way 'under -cover' bracket,

which allows the user to mount the
antenna in a perfectly vertical position, regardless of the slope of the car's
rear deck, and also allows the antenna
to fold down into the trunk, completely

installation. Contacts are cadmium
plated, main frame is molded of ABS

filled high impact plastic. Magnet
structure is U -channeled permanent
ceramic. The mount weighs 1.25 lbs,
and comes with a full year warranty.
"UNDER COVER" CB ANTENNAS 134

A new line of full-sized, 40 channel,
coil -loaded whip antennas that can be

out of sight. Within in the trunk, the
bracket keeps the antenna suspended
horizontally, out of the way of luggage.
The chrome -plated bracket serves as a
self -grounding base.
TUNER CLEANER/DEGREASER

135

A new tuner cleaner/degreaser
called Big Bath has been introduced
by GC Electronics. The new cleaner
comes in a 24 oz. aerosol can that re-

358 Ways
To Save On

Instruments,
Citizens Band,
BurglarAlarms,
Automotive &
Hobby

Electronics!

CU1TERS win! THE

The more you know about
electronics, the more you'll
appreciate EICO. We have a wide
range of products for you to
choose from, each designed to
provide you with the most
pleasure and quality performance
for your money. The fact that
more than 3 million EICO products
are in use attests to their quality
and performance.

DURABLE CUTTING
EDGE.

When you're looking for a
good value in cutters and pliers,
look to Hunter. Our Duradium
cutters are forged of Vanadium
Tool Steel for a longer cutting
life.
Working surfaces selectively
FREE CATALOG
hardened for 1000's of wear -free cuts.
Free Catalog of our cutters and
Is
other hand tools, write to Hunter
Tools, 9674 Telstar Ave., El Monte,
Ca. 91731.

Hunter Tools
From the Group Called Marshall

...for more details circle 126 on Reader Service Card

"Build -it -Yourself" and save
up to 50% with our famous
electronic kits.
For latest EICO Catalog and name
of nearest EICO Distributor, check reader
service card or send 500 for fast first
class mail service.

EICO-283 Malta Street,
Brooklyn, N.Y. 11207

Leadership in creative electronics
since 1945.

E/CO1

...for more details circle 113 on Reader Service Card
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interference from CB transceivers has

been introduced by the Magnavox
CATV division. Designed to block sub -

low interference, the T -30F prevents
signals in the 5-30 MHz range from
disturbing 50 to 300 MHz TV reception. Transformer specifications in -

leases a high pressure stream which is

LIFE OR

said to penetrate through dirt, dust
and grime to protect tuners from cor-

rosion. According to the manufacturer, Big Bath will not harm plastics,
will not detune and will not cause residue build-up. Introduction of this new

DEATH

SITUATION
Not all 2 -way radios warn
about Smokies taking pic-

tures.

radios-the most important
ones-are for bringing help
fast in life or death emergencies. And if you've had
some serious electronics ex-

perience you just might fit
into this important, expanding field.

age blocking capacitors. The unit has a
die cast metal casing and plastic cover,

item includes a premium offer of a plus heavy-duty twin leads with sol6 -piece color TV alignment kit for
every 5 Big Bath labels sent in to dered and crimped lugs.
manufacturer.

FM DEVIATION METER

Professional FM two-way

dude: high phase balance, low insertion loss, effective filtration and volt-

AUTO -RANGING VOLT OHMMETER 138

136

A new FM deviation meter that can

A new 31/2 digit auto -ranging volt
ohmmeter with temperature measuring capability has been introduced by

double as a signal generator is now Philips Test & Measuring Instruavailable from Bi-Tronics. The unit ments. The instrument incorporates
has been designed for use in repair and an 11 mm LED display with polarity
maintenance of VHF FM marine and indication. Overloading is indicated
VHF/UHF land mobile transceivers. by a flashing display and lead chang-

Instantaneous peak deviation is measured on a graticule scale in the front

ing is eliminated since the same input
sockets are used for voltage and resis-

MTI is the only home study
school that deals exclusively

tance measurements. Functions are
selected with a rotary switch. Au-

with service and repair of

tomatic decimal point positioning pro-

vides maximum resolution for each
measurement. Auto -ranging can be
stopped at the last range in use by

professional two-way radios.
Think you're good enough
to become part of it all? Drop
us a line to find out.
Please send me more information.
Name

Address
Code

I am a former MTI student.
I am presently in the military.

I am a veteran.

Z9

of a 3 inch cathode ray tube. This permits the wave form to be observed so

that identification of distortion and
hum can be visibly noted. Accurate
modulation measurement is obtained.
Each unit, which also functions as a
monitor receiver with .0005% accu-

Formerly

racy, includes an external uncalib-

MOTOROLA TRAINING
INSTITUTE

be used as a signal generator. The

College Hill Road
Summerdale, PA 17093
(717) 732-3836

...for more details circle 118 on Reader Service Card

rated attenuator which permits unit to

meter is warranted, part and labor, for
90 days. Sells for less than $1100.
CB INTERFERENCE SUPPRESSOR 137

means of a range hold button. This

PM2514 meter also has a low battery
A T -30F matching transfomer with indication separate from the numeric
high pass filter for the suppression of display, and has an optional external
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TV INTERFERENCE FILTERS
FOR CB

power supply for use off the line.
Priced at $255.

142

Three new interference filters that

139

prevent CB transmissions from

A new line of low cost, changeable
message signs for retail businesses is

bothering TV reception have been introduced by Avanti Research and De-

QUICK -CHANGE STORE SIGNS

velopment. The new filters are de-

being introduced by Berloc Signs.

signed for interference problems at the

Constructed of rugged aluminum and
guaranteed for 20 years, the new signs
are available in assorted styles. The

67

transceiver, the TV set or the AC

kin funk
disables
tonitic

power line. The model AV -800 Low
Pass Filter is for use when the trans-

hoo4

ceiver is radiating harmonics of the
same frequency assigned to one or
more of the local TV channels. The

YOUR STORE

NAME HERE

model AV -811 filter is installed on the
TV lead-in if the problem is at the TV

INCREASE SALES
ATTRACT NEW CUSTOMERS
WITH A LOW COST
CHANGEABLE MESSAGE SIGN

current flow that occurs when any
light in the auto is turned on-such as
when a car door or trunk lid is opened.
Upon triggering, an integrated circuit
in the unit beeps the car horn for 21/2

baked enamel finish can include store
name and emblem in choice of colors,

and each sign comes with 150 un-

breakable aluminum letters and
numbers. Sizes range from 8 ft by 44
in. to 14 ft. by 7 ft. Signs are shipped

fully assembled and ready for immediate use. Price is from $307.
REFLEX HORN SPEAKER

140

A 51/2 inch reflex horn speaker for
CB radios, for paging and patio use is
now available from RMS Electronics.
Constructed of heavy duty aluminum,
the speaker is anodized for indoor and

minutes, then shuts itself off and automatically rearms itself. Solderless
connectors and a simple 3 -wire hookup allow installation in less than 30
minutes. By connecting a fourth wire,
the unit will disable the car's ignition
when the alarm switch is activated. A
delay circuit allows the car owner from
7 to 10 seconds to disarm the device in

case of accidental triggering. Sells at
retail for $17.95.

QUICK CHARGE IRON QUICK CHANGE TIPS
N®Quick Charge Cordless

Soldering Iron recharges in
3-41/2 hours. Uses any of
Wahl's 16 snap -in tips.
Low voltage, battery powered,
ground free isolated tip design.

.7556
TUNER

OM=

11111.11

.7579 - BEVELED TIP

EXTENSION TIP

.7523 - FINNING TIP =5

7571 - BEVELED TIP '2

.75A9 - 'V" TIP =5

3

11

41.1M

outdoor use. It is rated at 8 ohms, 8
watts, and is for use on cars, trucks,
vans, boats and at home. Comes complete with mounting bracket and long
hook-up cable. Priced at $12.95.

.7592 - BEVELED TIP '5

75.2 --BLUNT TIP =5

.7593 - BEVELED TIP .8

=797-CHISEL TIP =5

=759 - MICRO SOLDERING TIP

=7585-FINE TIP

2

OM.
=7535

.798 - KNIFE TIP

REGULAR TIP .5

I

.7548 - HEAVY DUTY TIP .6

I

'TWA - CONCAVE CENTERING TIP .5

AUTO AND CB SECURITY SYSTEM 141

A new anti -theft alarm system for
cars that is easy and quick to install
has been developed byliarcor International. The new "quick connect" system, Model 3001, is triggered by the

.7541 - CIRCUIT BREAKER TIP

WAHL CLIPPER CORPORATION
ORIGINATORS OF PRACTICAL CORDLESS SOLDERING

Sterling, Illinois 61081 (815) 625-6525
"Manufacturing Excellence Sluice 1919.
...for more details circle 124 on Reader Service Card
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receiver due to so-called "front end"
overloading-and model AV -820 AC
line filter is for interference caused by
transmission of the CB signal through
the AC power lines.

current -sensitive parts. It utilizes an
assortment of 17 types of replacement
tips, each available in 600°, 700° and
800° F, heavily iron plated with an
anti -oxidation coating.

143

SOLDERING STATION

A new controlled output soldering

UPCOMING IN THE JANUARY
ISSUE OF ET/D:

station has been introduced by Weller.

The new model, WTCPN, is

a

TV Warranty Servicing: Profit Source Or

transformer -powered unit complete
with a low voltage, temperature con-

Necessary Evil?

Professional Audio Tests & Mea-

trolled soldering pencil with heat
shield. The unit features a "closed
loop" method of controlling maximum

tip temperature, protecting heat -

surements

sensitive components while the
ground tip protects voltage and

EDITOR'S MEMO

[CORNELLJ ELECTRONICS COMPANY
4213 N. UNIVERSITY AVE. SAN DIEGO CALIF. 92105
THE ORIGINAL
HOME OF

Same Low Price
East or West Coast!

* Bargain Tools
* Transistor Tester
* Technician's Library

SPECIAL
OFFER
ON ALL ORDERS

SEND FOR FREE

NEW 48 PAGE

ONE YEAR
GUARANTEE

COLOR CATALOG

INDIVIDUALLY
BOXED

5 DAY MONEY

TusE

BACK OFFER

3 3 c PER rust

lie

OVER $10.00

21
PER TUBE
MO LIMIT)

* Dumont Picture Tubes

FROM THIS LIST

* Diodes-Transistors-Kits

6AG5
6AU6
6AX4

* Tube Cartons

LAB TESTED USED

100 TURES OR MORE

6CB6
6.16

6SN7

Your Order FREE if Not Shipped in 24 Hours

II

Noise Sources In Auto Electronics
Annual Subject Reference Index

continued from page 1
responsibility for the technical performance of the transmitting equipment he

installs and/or services, his only real
motivation for insuring that it adheres to
FCC performance criteria is the possibility of loss of the business of a customer
who has been cited (and perhaps fined)
by the FCC for equipment performance
violations.
However, failure of a transmitting system to meet FCC performance criteria
can be, and often is, caused by 'normal'
degradation resulting from 'normal' use
or from abuse or illegal modification or

...for more details circle 110 on Reader Service Card

now... six
ACTIVE

INGREDIENTS
17WARMER
641 SPRAY FOR
MORE CLEANING POWER
TUN -0 -WASH has long been the indus-

try standard in tuner degreasers. Now,

it's better and more economical than
ever.

No, we haven't tampered with the famous TUN -0 -WASH formula. That's too
good to change. What we have changed
is the propellant. We now use carbon
dioxide (CO2) as a propellant. This per-

mits us to fill the can with 97% active

GO
DIGITAL,
GO DANAMETER®
(The New VOM For Today's Needs.)

ingredients, compared with only 65% active ingredients before this developm nt.

The can is the same size, but you get

1101:

triff ?
Lisi.NER

DEGREASI(.4

'MtAtaihteD 1101.0,144,46

'44M%
:t1trda*'
°
ree.orre
W

4

Het

ckirt, 414.N.41.Arteheerfl-to,4I-':
N.COPITENT UN9',teP

Mit other tartoM4 'NET WT. 24 OZ

more cleaning power for your money.
There are other advantages to u ing
CO2 as a propellant. FIRST. the spray
comes or 100 warmer. Everyone knows
that heat increases solvent action. SECOND, the particles of solvent come out in
larger drops. making for a wetter sp ay.

0.25% Accuracy
Full Overload Protection
Really Drop -Proof
Full One Year Battery Life

And, finally, CO2 enables us to maintain a

uniform 70 pound pressure until the can
is completely empty.

r

This

is another first from the elec-

tronics industry's leading chemical manufacturer.

CHENITRONICS
INCORPORATED

45 HOFFMAN AVE

HAUPPAUGE NY 11787 151615E12 3322

...for more details circle 109 on Reader Service Card
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n
Dana Laborator'es, Inc.
2401 Campus Dr, Irvine, Ca 92715, (714) 833-1234
...for more details circle 111 on Reader Service Card

misadjustment by the operator. Therefore, the technician's legal responsibility

should be limited to insuring that the
equipment meets FCC performance
criteria at the time he completes the installation and/or servicing of it and 'returns' it to the owner.
In my opinion, this 'shared but divided'
method of assigning equipment performance responsibility to both the owner
and the servicing technician is the most
realistic approach to effective enforcement of transmitter performance criteria.
SERVICE TECHNICIAN LICENSING

waveform photographs taken with check patient cable continuity, a
a hand-held Polaroid are shown in HV relay, a collection of common

Figs. 7 and 8. The waveform in small relays, and that bleeder re-

Fig. 7 is normal, and that in Fig. 8 sistor mentioned earlier.
Servicing defibrillators can be a
shows a defibrillator with an impending HV relay failure. The relatively easy job-and there is a

condition is serious enough to real need for this service. Most
warrant replacement of the relay, hospital people become a little

but allows time for parts ordering
before becoming critical. This machine passed the test using only a
defibrillator tester but failed when
the expanding scale waveform was
-So long as transmitting equipment viewed on an oscilloscope.
must meet specific performance criteria
established and enforced by the FCC,

nervous if their defibrillator
equipment is out of service. They

will probably be happy to know
that a responsive and responsible
local servicer is available to handle repairs.
Be aware, however, that few

markets are as critical as the medical market. You can ruin all opTo
give
you
some
idea
of
what
criteria assigned to the owner and/or
portunities if you find yourself ofservice
work
you're
liable
to
run
service technician, and so long as there
fering excuses in place of good serinto
when
servicing
defibrillators,
exists the possibility that such perforvice. Try offering the old "awaithere
is
an
excerpt
from
the
aumance criteria can be adversely affected
by installation and/or servicing, in my thor's repair log on defibrillators ing parts" story to a coronary care
opinion, there will continue to exist the for one major East coast hospital. unit head nurse and you will find
need for some method of evaluating and It shows 29 defibrillator failures in out fast how critical the business
'certifying' the competency of techni- an 18 month period.
really is.
cians who wish to undertake the installa- They break down as follows:
tion and servicing of transmitting equip13 open 'patient cables'
ment.
FREE ALARM CATALOG
2
bad HV vacuum relays
believe that the 'all -enHowever,
Huge selection of burglar & fire sys6
bad
LV
control
relays
tems, supplies. Motion detectors, Incompassing' type of Radiotelephone
tl ared beams controls, door switches
8 miscellaneous problems
hells, sirens. 900 items, 64 pp. packed
licenses and related exams presently
IN SUMMARY

with legal responsibility for meeting such

I

administered by the FCC are unrealistic,

principally because, on the one hand,
they require some areas of knowledge
which are not relevant to the servicing of
particular types or classes of equipment

and yet, on the other hand, they fail to
adequately evaluate some areas which
are relevant.
The 'basic operator/technician'

Obviously, from the above log, a

defibrillator serviceman should
carry with him an ohmmeter to

with technical details, notes.
Phone (602) 263-8831

0

mountain west alarm
4215 n. 16th st., phoenix, az. 85016
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Money Generator

license with class -of -equipment options,

Carl Babcoke (Electronic
Servicing) says, "If I

as proposed by the Commission in its
Notice of Inquiry, in my opinion, would

could choose only one

of the many kinds of

be much more realistic for everyone

dot or crosshatch pat-

concerned-equipment owners, service
technicians and the FCC.
J. W. Phipps

terns, I would want this
one." Think how much

Mgt

easier the
composite
HATCHDOTS pattern be-

k

DEFIBRILLATOR
continued from page 30

ered energy, which should not be
less than 70% of the stored energy
found by static testing of the capacitor voltage.
There are a number of suitable
defibrillator testers on the market
today, but I do not recommend the

use of the simple flashing lamp
type of tester, as I feel they give
false indications.
The best way to test a defibrillator is to use a tester with an oscilloscope waveform jack and an
oscilloscope equipped with a camera. If you don't have a scope with

job. It can also perform

SERVICER

size, linearity, pincushion
and centering checks. It's
Niponly
one of several
unique patterns produced

GENERAL TELEVISION
gb Extra wide range RF/IF attenuator for
w testing receiver sensitivity.
QUAD pattern for gray scale

ION by the ATC-10 that can

GRAY
tracking checks/adjustments.

save you time, trouble

di COLOR BARS pattern with 6th bar
w marked to make your job easier.

show you how. Write us.

3.58 MONITOR pattern for oscillator

frequency checks with no need to short
the AFPC test point.

RED RASTER pattern for checking and
adjusting purity at the flip of a switch.
All dot patterns have fine pinpoint dots.
High level, 75 ohm video output.

2 year factory warranty.
30 day money back guarantee.

and most important money. We'd love to

.

.
.
.

.

'

.
.
.
#

American Technology Corporat'on

a camera, it is possible to accomplish much the same thing
with a relatively low-cost handheld Polaroid CR9A. Typical

low would make your

ATC-10

411110

225 Main Street, Dept. 118, Canon City, Colorado 81212
Credit card I( COD yh..nr nrdcr- a,,, idcd

Itipmcnt 1:41131 2:5-8991. 1,1. 2

...for more details circle 105 on Reader Service Cara
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CLASSIFIED

ELECTRONICS/AVIONICS
EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES. Re-

TIRED OF CUSTOMER ABUSE? EX-

port on jobs now open. Details FREE. Avi-

RATES: 400 per word: 50rt per word Bold Face

ation Employment Information Service,

ENTED MATV. PRELIMINARIES

Type. Add $3.00 if you wish Box Number. Minimum

Box 240 Y, Northport, New York 11768.6/77

PAND INTO LUCRATIVE PAT-

$3.00. BOX 809, BOYNTON BEACH,
FLA. 33435.

a 77

$10.00 charge. Classified Display Rate billed
$43.00 per inch, 1 inch minimum. Remittance must
accompany order. Mail ad copy to: Roz Markhouse,
ET/D, 757 3rd Ave., N.Y., N.Y. 10017

Ten Year Old T.V.-C.B. Service and C.B.

Sales Company in California Coastside
Town, 15 Miles South of San Francisco,

Construction Plans

With 40,000 Population. Better Than

SURPRISE! Free Catalog! WE SELL
THE MOST UNUSUAL CONSTRUCTION PLANS USING NUMERICAL

$100,000 Yearly Gross -With Right Man-

agement Could Double. Retirement In

Business Opportunities

View -Price $55,000 Cash- No Trucks. Ed.

Zinn Jr., 848 Dell Road., Pacifica, CA
HOW & WHERE TO BUY USED TV for
rebuilding in quantity. Complete information and method, $10. ppd. EPS, Box 8736,
Denver, CO 80201.
TF

94044.

1/77

SURPRISE! SURPRISE! Digital Piano
Tuning Device tunes ALL musical instru-

ments Accurately! Perfectly! Inexpen-

READOUTS!! Digital Plans: Capacitance
Meter, VOM, Frequency Counter, Oral

Thermometer, Automobile Tachometer,

Speedometer, Sobriety Tester. ALSO: Ten
Band Graphic Equalizer, LED Volume In-

dicator, Human Pluse Tachometer, TV

Sylvania franchise. Experienced techni-

Video Ping-Pong Game. PLAN SETS are
sively! Tuner Construction-Piano Tuning $3.49 each or ALL eleven for only $15.98
Instruction PLAN SET Complete $12.98 Airmailed Postpaid! GREEN BANK
Airmailed Postpaid! Moonlighting quickly SCIENTIFIC, Box 100X, Green Bank,
repays $40 electronics investment!!

cian and wife could net $20,000 year. Also
home and 5 acres next door available next

100W, Green Bank, WV 24944.

T -V, Radio & C -B business established 21

years. 40' x 48' building, lot, and equipment -$25,000 + inventory, about $12,000.

summer. Will help a month or two to get

GREEN BANK SCIENTIFIC, Box

TF

you started. Gene's T -V, Elma, Wash. Call
206/482-2904.
12/76

TV Sales and Service in same location 15
years. Nets over $25,000. Retiring. Including truck, equipment, & inventory 25,000.

TV Sales/service. Southeast Nassau

A. Bolin, 6361 Balsam Lake, San Diego, CA
TF
92119.

County L.I. Good Profitable operation for
1-2 man shop. 1000 square feet, $250.00/
month rent. Will sell with/without inven-

tory or equipment. We're moving west.
Paul Reindorf, 6 Milford Place, Farmingdale, L.I. 11735.
1/77

TV Shop Owners. Letter & produce your

own signs, enlarge emblems. Indoor -

outdoor. Tips, tricks & techniques pros use.

$5.95 ppd. EPS, Box 8736, Denver, CO
80201.

12/76

WVa. 24944.

TF

NEGATIVE ION GENERATOR BUILT
AT HOME. Dual stage design. Detailed
construction plans and schematics. $7.50.
Golden Enterprises, Box 1282ET, Glendale, Arizona 85311.
12/76

TRANSISTOR TESTER. Convert Tran-

sistor Radio Into In -circuit Transistor
Tester. Tone Indicates Good Transistor.
Plans $2.00. SZA Electronics Systems
Inc., 39 Bayberry Lane, Levittown, NY
11756.

12/76

send a message...
...write here.

1. Number of insertions: (circle)
2. Start with (month)
3. Amount enclosed: $

1

2

3

6

12

issue (Copy must be in by 1st of month preceding)

PAYMENT MUST ACCOMPANY ORDER WE'LL BILL RATED FIRMS NO AGENCY COMMISSION

NAME

COMPANY

STREET
CITY
L

STATE

ZIP

MAIL COPY FOR AD(S) TO: ROZ MARKHOUSE, Electronic Technician/Dealer, 757 Third Ave , New York, N.Y 10017

RATES: 400 per word; 500 per word Bold Face Type. Add $3.00 if you wish Box Number.
Minimum $10.00 charge. Classified Display Rate billed $43.00 per inch,
inch
1

minimum.
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CLASSIFIED

PICTURE TUBE MACHINE

Magnavox Color Troubleshooting Guide.
$7.50 ppd. Loaded with actual field break-

We buy and sell NEW AND USED CRT rebuilding machinery. COMPLETE TRAINING.
Buy with CONFIDENCE from the ORIGINAL
MFGR. For complete details, send name.
address and zip code to:

downs. Covers T904 -T981. Electronic Pub-

lishing Service, Box 8736, Denver, CO
80201.

12/76

TEST EQUIPMENT: Capacitor Tester,
Square Wave Generator, Transistor Tester, Variable Power Supply. Build each for
under $5.00. Send $2.00. Electro-Research,
P.O. Box 712A, Springfield, Tenn. 37172.
1/77

Wanted

WANTED: PICTURE TUBE RE-

BUILDING EQUIPMENT in good working condition. Call or write, Atoll TV, 6425

W. Irving Park, Chicago, IL 60634. (312)
1/77
545-6667, between IPM-8PM.

A
TELEVISION
PICTURE TUBES

LAKESIDE INDUSTRIES
3520 W. Fullerton Ave.. Chicago. IL 60647
Phone 312-342-3399

STOP...

OLD SAMS, #300 through 700. Will take

Don't junk that television set. ASE manufactures the world's most complete line of tele-

$500.00 for lot or will trade for NEW B & K

vision picture tubes. No other company offers:
Over 2200 types of television picture tubes.
Most types immediate delivery.
Transportation paid in some areas.
Tubes for Old or New Models.
Complete line of both black & white and
color.
Full 2 -year factory warranty.
Lowest prices anywhere.
Finest quality.

model with symptoms. (State if TV Tech.)

$2.00 plus stamp. Charles TV, 2033
McGraw Ave., New York, NY 10462.

Allied Sales & Engineering, Inc.

West Pacific Electronics, P.O. Box 3879,
12/76
Torrence, Ca., 90510.
Color -Bar Generator, 16 Patterns, Pocket

12/76

TV & RADIO TUBES .360 EA!! Send for
free color parts catalog. Your order free if

Dept. 41, Pimento, Ind. 47866

JAPANESE TRANSISTORS - All Transistors Original Factory Made. Free Catalog.

12/76

TV REPAIR HINTS. Send make and

Write today for more information.

For Sale

Mod. 1077 analyst. Contact: PYRAMID
SERVICE CO., P.O. BOX 517, LORD BURG, N. M. 88045; PH 505-542-8186.

Telephone 812-495-6555
We Accept BankAmericard and Master Charge.

not shipped in 24 hours. Cornell Electronics 4215-17 University San Diego
California 92105.

Look no further for CB transistors. Delivery from stock. Write or telephone for low
eat prices possible. American Microsemiconductor Inc., 145 Main St., Madison, N.J.

TF

Alarm Systems

Size. CMOS-LSI Chip, One Transistor.

07940, (201) 377-9566.

Complete Plans $5.00. P.C. Boards, Kits Or
Wired Units Also Available. Science Work-

For Sale: B & K 1077B Television Analyst

tomatically calls police. Easy to program

12/76

$250. RCA Cold Test Jig $150. ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN/DEALER w/
schematics Sept. '65 - present $30. John

5619-E St. John, Kansas City, Mo. 64123

LINEAR AMPLIFIER for C.B., 2 -meter,

Shoemaker, 8700 Dulwick Court, No. 22,
12/76
Laurel, MD 20811.

(816) 483-4612.

REPAIR TV TUNERS -High earnings,

High Quality Professional Equipment at

Complete Course Details, 12 Repair Tricks,
Many Plans, Two Lessons, all for $2. Re-

dential and Auto. Write for Free Litera-

shop, Box 393 -ET, Bethpage, New York
11714.

walkie-talkie. Tiny Solid
Unit produces 100 Watt PEP from Milli watts and can be inserted inside existing
unit. Build for about $20. Send $5.00 for
plans to: J. Martin Peter, P.O. Box 07071,
1,77
Milwaukee, WI 53207.

12/76

BURGLAR ALARM DIALING UNIT au-

fundable. Frank Bocek, Box 3236, Ent.,
Redding, CA 96001.

TF

and easy to install. Immediate delivery
$29.95. Free literature. S&S Systems,
12/76

ALARM EQUIPMENT FOR SALE:
Low Prices. Industrial, Commercial, Resi-

ture. B. Johnson Alarm Co., 180 Prospect
4/77
St., East Orange, NJ 07017.

REPLACEMENT COLOR YOKES DEALERS ONLY. Zenith 95-2501-25322638-2667-S89633 etc. $14.95. Magnavox
361380-1 $18.95 etc. Sylvania, G.E. etc.
$14.95 to $19.95. Request for price list on
your letterhead. David Sims Enterprises,

Inc., 665 Jerricho Turnpike, Huntington
Station, N.Y. 11746.
(5) ZENITH IC, S 221-42, 221-69

TF

$4.95

$3.80
POPULAR SLIDE CONTROLS
$2.45
40 ASSORTED TV, STEREO CONTROLS
1L .) SMALL PARTS GRAB BAG (A BEAUTY) $1.95
$3.95
25 MINIATURE CONTROLS, ASSORTED
$2.40
20) WIRE WOUND SQUARE RESISTORS
$3 95
40 MYLAR, BY PASS COUPLING CAPAC
$6.75
50) LOW VOLT ELECTROLYTICS

Can aiwone do

what you do
any better?

150 DISCAPS ASST. P.DS
1)

LECTROVOICE 6012DC. CALERTARIDGE MAGNETIC,$2.95

$5.75
LESS STYLUS $48.00 LIST)
$2.60
50) ASSORTED TV RADIO KNOBS
$1.90
1) 4x8 SPEAKER 8 OHMS
$6.95
1) 340177-7 MGX. SOLID STATE TUNER
51.95
20) TRANSISTOR SOCKETS (T0-5) (T0-92)
$4.95
100 FEET) 40 KV ANODE WIRE
$6 95
361521-1 MAGNAVOX FLYBACK
1
$4.00
3 COLOR CONVERGENCE YOKES
$1.95
110
DEGREE
C.R.T.
SOCKET
&
LEADS
(3
$15.00
(8 6x9 8 OHM SPEAKER (8 TO BOX)
MAGNAVOX COLOR DEF. YOKE _511.95
$3.95
500 FT ASSORTED HOOKUP WIRE
$5 20
ACKS
(100) RCA
(1) BLUE LTER AL MAGNETS (NIVERSAL) ....95
(3)

(3) 2000.) MFO. CO 50 VOLTS FPU INS. CAN

$3$2

.95

BONUS PLAN -Order 1 line of each item listed above

(113.15) for only -$89.95
ALL ITEMS FULLY GUARANTEED
ORDERS UNDER $25.00 ADD $2.50 SHIPPING
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR 100% REFUND
WRITE FOR FREE LISTINGS OF ALL ITEMS
PARTS BROKERS, INC.

You're pretty darn good at your job.
But today, we all have to consider how we can do
our work a little better. That's how
each of us can help keep our jobs here in America.
For now and for the future.

America. It only works
as well as we do.

P.O. Box 60277 Nashville, Tennessee 37206

The National Commission on

/oductivity, Washington. D.C.
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READER SERVICE INDEX

SEND FOR

FREE CATALOG

WITH ALMOST

3000 ITEMS
INCLUDING
B&K, EICO, RCA,
FLUKE, SENCORE,
SIMPSON, HICKOK
and LEADER
plus a complete line
of tubes, tools and
electronic supplies
at prices you won't
believe.

;want%

ADVERTISER'S INDEX

105 American Technology Corp. ..47

106 Antenna, Inc.

25

107 Avanti Research &
Devel., Inc.

50

108 B & K Div., Dynascan

41

109 Chemtronics, Inc.

46

110 Cornell Electronics

46

111 Dana Laboratories, Inc.

46

112 Edison Electronics Div.

21

RADIO SUPPLY CO.. INC.

Co

125 Electronic Book Club

32-35

Inc

50

115 Ford Motor Co.

15

GC Electronics Co

...for more details circle 114 on Reader Service Card

NEW! {{-,d_L--1
WINDOW ANTENNA
U

LAJir
Now
use any

Mobile
CB

Antenna
window
mounted

for

126 Hunter Tools
116 Jerrold Electronics Corp.

117 Lampkin Laboratories Inc.

44

Motorola Semiconductor
Prdts., Inc.

7

120 Mountain West Alarm Supply
47

AV 811 TV interference filter (hi -pass)
installs in TV antenna line and supplements inadequate TV filtering to prevent
interference between TV or FM and CB
or other high frequency radio services.
impedance = 300 OHMS
= negligible
line loss
=

1.1:1

cutoff frequency = 54 MHz

102 PTS Electronics,
Inc.

Cover 2,

1

50

103 Triplett Corp.
(for information)

4, 5
Cover 4

104 Triplett Corp.
(for demonstration)

Cover 4

124 Wahl Clipper Corp.

45

0.0%, PASS1

Ay BUO T V INTERFERFOCE MIER
FOR CITIZENS RANO RAMO USE

0.0101.0
(1. LOSS

AV 820 A.C. line filter prevents transmission of CB signal through AC power
lines. Suitable to contain signal at C.B.
transceiver or to prevent outside signal

from entering TV through AC line.
1200 watt capacity.

Avanti makes a complete line of high

simple assembly and installation. Adjust-

RMS ELECTRONICS, INC.
50 Antin Place, Bronx, N.Y., 10462

PA

FOR MOHR, RARO RAO, ust

VSWR

Co.

122 RMS Electronics, Inc.

Tel (212) 892-6700

ARR. I.Y %F.. FOUR

...42

use!

MODEL *CBWM-50

43 MHz

=

9

118 MTI

123 Sencore, Inc

and hardware.

1000 watt capacity
3db cutoff frequency

43

30

Additional extensions available for larger
windows. For vertical or horizontal mount.
Has ground plane elements similar to larger
CB base station antennas. Self grounding.
Sturdy, heavy duty all aluminum weatherproof elements and steel mounting bracket

= 1.1:1

VWSR

attenuation on CH2 (54 MHz) = 80db

GTE Sylvania, Consumer
Renewal
Cover 3, 3

121 Pomona Electronics

able extension fits windows up to 42".

AV 800 TV interference filter (low pass)
installs in CB antenna line and is especially useful for interference on CH2 and
5 of poorly filtered TV receivers.
impedance
= OHMS
line loss
= negligible

26

home or
apartment

/PAT. PEND.

Interference between television and CB
radio is an annoying and not uncommon
problem. Avanti solves these problems
with 3 line filters...

43

8556 Conklin St , Farmingdale N Y 11735
Tel (516) 752-0050

INTERFERENCE

113 Eico Electronic Instruments

114 Fordham Radio Supply Co.,

FORDHAM

SOLVES
TV

performance mobile and base CB antennas from $11.95 to $373.95
Free 24 page color catalog.

This index is furnished for the readers' convenience.

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT, INC
340 Stewart Avenue, Addison, IL 60101

However, the publisher can not guarantee its accuracy

Creators of the famous

due to circumstances beyond our control.

...tor more details circle 122 on Reader Service Card
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INTINCONNECTMM PLUS!

*SCOPE SYNCED TO I/O VERT FRED
**SCOPE VOICED TO V2 H0RI2 FRED

YUCHASSIS -INA, PIN 7

ALL NPR AAAAA 'STOMA,* CATALOG NUMBER EPI505
ALL PEP TRANSISTORS ARE CATALOG NUMBER 010E44
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TO 01111001/VIDEO MOYLE CIROXTRY
VIA INTERCONNECT MAD
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+2111V
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VIM OFF: OVDC

030

EXCESSIVE X-RADIATION.

USE OF SUBSTITUTE REPLACEMENT PARTS WHICH DO
NOT HAVE THE SAME SAFETY CHARACTERISTICS AS
RECOMMENDED IN FACTORY SERVICE INFORMATION
MAY CREATE SMOCK, FIRE OR OTHER HAZARDS, OR

AND SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM DESIGNATE COMPONENTS
IN WHICH SAFETY CAN BE OF SPECIAL SIGNIFICANCE.
IT IS PARTICULARLY RECOMMENDED THAT GENERAL
ELECTRIC CATALOGED PARTS BE USED FOR REPLACEMENT OF COMPONENTS WHICH ARE IN THE SHADED
AREAS OF THE PARTS LIST AND SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM.

PONENT REPLACEMENT IS MADE IN ANY AREA OF A
RECEIVER. THE SHADED AREAS OF THE PARTS LIST

PRODUCT SAFETY SHOULD BE CONSIDERED WHEN COM-

is

0*

+/V

matic operation is achieved.

Picture Control.

- NORMALLY FACTORY PRE-SET.)
With the VIR SWITCH ON, set the
DELAY ADJUSTMENT to midrange

TINT PREFERENCE set to midrange
adjust for desired color fleshtones.

the VIR SWITCH ON and

(NORMALLY FACTORY PRE-SET.)
With

position, "rock" the control around
the center position until proper auto-

tude.

DELAY (R7)

TINT SET UP (R45)

DECEMBER 1976

TV Chassis)

(YM & YC-2 Color

VIR Module

G .E.

1670

NOTE: If set too high chroma level
will not track properly with Custom

V.11?

+ay

the VIR SWITCH ON and

COLOR PREFERENCE set to midrange adjust for desired color ampli-

With

(NORMALLY FACTORY PRE-SET.)

the TINT PREFERENCE CONTROL
for desired color fleshtones.

7.49 DC TNIT CONTROL VOLTAGE OUTPUT
MR 011 -VARIES WITH TINT SETUP CONTROL/
0111 OFF -METRE WITH TIIRCOITICIU

..22

411

+SOY

101111104.

.

OAS ,VOL

+220

SOURCE

01111111_ j +22V

WU / MN

7Cr-fi ROO /DLO

PTS

cites

YKS

/di*

-45-A

10

With the VIR SWITCH ON, adjust
the COLOR PREFERENCE CONTROL for desired color amplitude.

- With the VIR SWITCH ON, adjust

-

(VIP ON -VARIES WITH CHROMA SET-UP CONTROL)
(YIN OFF -NAMES WITH COLOR CONTROL)

IV

V

POIMT

v

7.4VIVARIES WITH COLOR COMTROU
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TPS020-.-
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4.
0011
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(YIN 010
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PAR OFF(

(YIN ON)

. iV

FROM

1673

TINT PREFERENCE

COLOR PREFERENCE

ADJUSTMENTS
(Set Must Be Receiving a VIR Signal)
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QUASAR
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1671

QUASAR
Color TV Chassis TS -958

1674

B/W TV Chassis KCS201T/U

SCHEMATIC NO.
RCA

SCHEMATIC NO.

GENERAL ELECTRIC
1670
VIR Module (Employed in some color TV models equipped with YM and YC-2 TV chassis)

COMPLETE MANUFACTURERS' CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS
AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION FOR 5 NEW SETS
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8+ 13EN

SOURCE

RE AOC

J.6

RI53 15CK

An BA LANC1

33

44;

-r

C1311_

oon

kg ow

AAAR

c403
3361F

C411

ICOOMT

115111

ZSLI5 3
+120

OLD. AMP

I.5A
01305

21C12261P,Q,RI

+IV REG.

8+ 20.1

ORa 2216 a

470

R813

CSIO

lc"

4,
°

R410 IZIC VERT DR IVER

2SA564A

0402

.0022 Ven_l_

PR I

.11

cat

SIZE

VERT

8401 50

26 PP

POWER SUPPLY

qFIL

RR& 5.60RBD9 IBA

... c. ,

I

DECEMBER 1976

B

E

A5-3

22MF

RIM

NOTE: 'SETS WITH MECHANICAL TUNING'. RF AGC TO TUNERS IS
FORWARD BIAS IPIN 4 CIRCUITRY, JUMPER IN I! P01111060.
"SETS WITH VARACIOR !LAVING" RI AOC TO TUNERS IS
REVERSE BIAS IPIN 5 CIRCUITRY, JUMPER IN a P051110611.

L1-2

O

Color TV Chassis

QUASAR

C

C

AS

A106 PINS

All 6 PINS
A126 PINS
DY 6 PINS

C109

TS -958

E

8

0301,0302.0303
0401.0402 8 0501

0305. 0300
0307. 0502
C

0805

B" "'. C
0201.0451 II 0551

16 PIN
16 PIN

TYPICAL IC
IC101
IC151
IC301

IC201

1103 & LIN

1401 11 1501

1201 8 T203

1102, 1103, 1105
T151, & 1152.

14 PIN
16 PIN
24 PIN

IC601

sat 66.6

AI

.116 6161

[66 6-6-m

TYPICAL CONNECTORS

Al I PINS

TillY V166

A9

12

COMPLETE MANUFACTURERS' CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS
AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION FOR 5 NEW SETS

IVRY MS

[o -O-6-0] [66-6:53
CONN. 4 PINS
PINS
6 PINS

1401

0401

R.

A3 3 PINS
AR 3 PINS
AR 4 PINS
A7 3 PINS
A8 3 PINS
4 PINS

R401 2.71(

2SC13181P,O.RI
SW601

NOT

USED

C4135

Al3 SPINS

SUPER INSTA-MATIC SWITCH
INSTA-MATIC SWITCH

PICTURE BRIGHT Ha INTENSITY

AFT

CH

Al. Ali All 12.
USED

NOT

F

MPVIEW
TT TTT
Tri TTI
PICTURE

ERT.

500

COO

22Mf

000

1:60

111111117;
PILOT LIGHTS
OLIVER]

., ,.....

cin]r..
/18.2
csfr, .=____
m

TO

COMPONENTS IN SUBDUED AREAS ARE NOT USED IN TS958 CHASSIS.

VERTICAL

HOLD

18 2 MANUAL POSITION

DEGAUSSING
COIL

0304

2 8 3. PRE-SET POSITION

SW8-°111'.

01 -OFF

SWITCH

0

.r.
...]:r...,
4.

'''TO -

CRT co )1.60TC61 TICa4
L1-1

10

IC15I

UT TOR
USE

WITH ,
15014

VTR

0503
0501

030

"-018

R532 47

C112,

=

F2

4111.5 IS

+13Di

T

L

DI5

S523

1155 18K

.\,14,01.1AC.1

AFT RFC/ PACK

R5I6

C4I6

1.1

§ -1;5%

R53I 100

I.513

vERI YOKE

HORIZONTAL

2SA564A 10,RI 560
HOR12. OSC.

17

R529

IDTH

1201

0414

100W

a

AN326
AFT IAFCI

0047

De

C120

icr
DI14

1401-1

C zg

IMF

0202
110

L201

1102 'e

L.2C6

RI21 410

14

"'"" E 0505

E.
1401

+1300

III
CONT.

11401

C520

10CM
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H

G

F

E

D

B

A

ISO

,_p25

025

,Pv

D

I

-4 No

L501

,
C4

18

608IZONTA 1 OUT

2503500

0551

15

082

52'

L513

HOR 12 YOKE

DY-5

DY

1 ..a
190

021

13LA

33M11

-1

Al2-3

A PC

I

4N380

eR

Nee

P
D2

T

131

D507 0522 *

VOLTAGE

6

05

C52:

R6I4

120K

OF

61111

PP

PI

1

5,

PP II

412-6

TO SUPER MODULE

HORIZCNIAL

1

IS5/

TALLII AT PIM 2J

AT PII1

SV

T

16I0

I

rBIANKING

2v

TA

TAIL,

9629 270

R630 270

680

8613

68

TOME

8332

C306

C301

SW6011

PICTURE

SOUND

C218

4213

K 02I5

3

n,

.WIT

,52s

D

017

023---

03

'

I

1

1

7

T

-

L

10

0603

180

624

0313
22 A 180

15111.4T

PULS..

'Gum.

1

1

.

g

F0'l.uv.

pp v

IN

01411 viqu

BOARD &

PINCUSHION

I,

...%

II\

R

INT

SUB

9718

OK

R645

A11-2

HOR II

L703
IGHT
17-1

1702

VERT

RIGHT

020

R705
020

HORIZ

-G

LEFT

BOARD D9

PIN 5

\

All -5

020

RICA

D703

HOR 11 a
3am

RIGHT 8

r

HOR IZ

BLu

LEFT

L701

710

HORIZONTAL
BLANKING
FROM PINCUSHION
BOARD 05

Al2-11=1111,Al2A
FROM PINCUSHION

ABL VOLTAGE

AMF

1

R644 :OK
INTENSITY

R646
10K

R643

PIUS-SZT

ICONVERGENCE BOARD

90

TO IC301

41."A

cool

C2

Ken

IVPSPP
C

51

,

7;8'

705

R IGHT
BLU
HOR 12

22

01

R369 180

I

BLU DRIVE

R365
203

522

.2.

17

FROM HOR 11
01-1

+180V

Co

R362. I2K

COL P306 100V PP
COL P307 100V PP
COL 4305 100V PP

BilERENCE DESIGNATILItt
100 199
200 299
300 399

400499
500 599
MO 599

800499
000 99

IF/AFT

Vwtocal

Homonul
Clump
Poww Sm.%

Tow

AI nEIng2 INDICATE CONNECTIONS TM REMOTE

REFER TO PARTS LIST,

UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED RESISTORS ARE 1/416 5%.
CAPACITOR VALUES LESS THAN ONE IN MF. ALL OTHERS IN
PF. CAPACITANCE VALUES ONLY ARE SHOWN ON SCHEMATIC
DIAGRAM. FOR COMPLETE DESCRIPTION OF CAPACITORS,

I,

PENDING ON CALIBRATION, TYPE OF TEST EQUIPMENT USED,
AND CONTROL SETTINGS.

13 SHAPE AND PEAK TOPEAK AMPLITUDES MAY VARY DE

ALL VIDEO AND COLOR WAVEFORMS TAKEN WITH A WIDE
BONO SCOPE AND A PROBE WITH LOW INPUT CAPACITY 110 TO
3.

GATED RAINBOW TYPE COLOR BAR PATTERN. RECEIVER AD
JUSTED FOR NORMAL VIEWING AS IN TRANSMITTED AIR SIG
NAL

2, WAVEFORM MEASUREMENTS- TAKEN WITH A STANDARD

/a- ZERO SIGNAL (TUNER BETWEEN CHANNELSI
16V - AIR SIGNAL

WHERE TWO 121 VOLTAGES ARE SHOWN. THEY REPRESENT
VOLTAGE WITH AND WITHOUT SIGNAL AS FOLLOWS

C1ATED CONTROLOSETTINGS AND SIGNAL STRENGTH

SETTING 'SOME VOLTAGE READINGS WILL VARY WITH MO

954

FOCUS

1503

AC INPUT TO RECEIVER 122V CONTROLS AT NORMAL

ACCURATELY CALIBRATED VTVM.

CRT

PIN 9

1503

TO GAD.

DI -3

23YOR P22

VOLTAGE MEASUREMENTS EXCEPT WHERE NOTED,
TAKEN FROM POINT INDICATED TO CHASSIS WITH AN
1.

Vgeo

AuelLo

ASSOCIATED CIRCUIT

wry H45 nun assamnon es mUceted OeIoH

ROM

710/
HOR 12

51/CZP22

Itch component n glenoInd anta 3 Ferrer. umbor me a mei,
letter Or 82011 HUM n =Heel to legen4 on th. pone11 Nan."

IMPORTANT NOTES

470

00
BLU2SPuT
=0,1

0R2C l507

SC1819

030

475

GRN OUTPUT

4161 30

ORIYE

2001507

OR250819

0307

470

RED OUTPLO

1501507

OR

0306
2SCI819

R366 180

II

436.9

-

C356

RED

SP/601L

SISSY All-

LI-

CRTN 10 E0 OUTPUT

2*

431

JUNCT
R421

rchffiTICA--

0

LOOT

SERVICE
SWITCH

SW301

1304

2

R333

1:±,,, VIDEO DR 1.0

254719

0303

M- "PrirSCPIA I. TOUCH" IS. I . M.)

9320 MANUAL

004

4307 5601

323

R328

HUR I

610

TOP

2201

0312

PIN 15

IC301

TO

FROM
vERT OUT
IRAN STOR

::::,
cow

{ (I

TO

3K

9371

PPLI-SET

SW60 C

BRIGHTNESS

11402T

PROZST31.

SULICli '10

BR IGHT .

8326
3K

Ar

ZK

_IS,311

CLAIM

PICTURE
SW60ID

A2-4

R322

.

PIK

:

RE -SET

L. D.R

+1211

8331

68E

4i

q9Tao
1
9.48j=

$ C3071

1300

L A42-3

R337

)_IN I.M, TIN STA-MAT ICI SETS USE PO1TE0 LINES FOR CIRCUIT.

A2 -I

gurrg

SYNC

02

NOTE: 8337 IL.D.R./ USED 116 S. I,M, (SUPER INSTA-MAIICI
SETS any. ALSO 4316 I ADDED TO CO BY CUTTING JUMPER.

.022

1 '7"
R3(13 560K I Amu

0,

-2

AA

SOAR PNISS
R321 5K

AUDIO OUTPUT

2501981R1

0201

IM
_955: 310,711.904.1.IDI..)___>:......,T100+1c0.8710,217:77...........1

1

R527 I5K

1

P

504

HIOIM

CHROMA

.022

C619

70

TO SUPER MODULE

Al2-1

33

630

8601

NOISE INV
SYNC

3

SUB INT CONT.

FROM

0210

VIDEO PROC

AN246

1C301

Crle

L305 -

7

0317/1120

7

COLOR PROCESSOR

R52I 1.5K

V

CD9

Ave -

DI

IC601

uPCI380C

I 8I 8

INTENSITY

on

512

_L

,8610

DIES

10301

tiIOMF

C209 d.

8.2K

C2I2

R524 WOK

SUPR
SUEROUND
MODULE -

....

12:q 010
,..-4eILLI.L.L.
-1

DOS

mi:R.115

+1308101
-

0/

/10301

R302 15K

R305

CONTRAST

SUB

IIIibas

0613

ROM 470

C4

joy

66.5 470 , 1003

kX601

riA Lc,

Iool

4,541051841.0Ja_

PP

R5I9 3.3

013

6603 210

J28

HUE

SUB

R642

W6018

Hu(

C6E13

u.NV

13AV LrO103

IOMF

0728

itff

'

0140 VIDEO AMP

LC102

FOLLOWER

EMITTER

0302

R TAM/

I
+ C207

2SC828

LIII

0206

v IDEO

ISC2128

+IN

+20V

0301

7

C205

-r
R2 EN

A3-3^ M., A3-2

R211
10K

VOLUME
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SYNC

R6,460 %

PM-S.T

Lotio

0601) .031
.5401

2.1

ME

C127I

If

LC601
COI OP

IMF

,

002/

0132

CI24

LIEN

SIF

C2834

T201 rxmorogeam

TS -958

QUASAR
Color TV Chassis

1672
ELECTRONIC

0401

217EM/5/

+123

2SC1318IP.O.R
VERT OSC

I

.1846

"F
t

12

574 "71 5K
N

18K

4-1
V

as

I.oi

(

22

lC1
10

(K 1002

"T

134

12°M!

IF, NOISE INV.

A0247P
AGC

50321

A

D27
+13124

4

1150

0102
C142

law
VIII ICAI

1502 470

CR151

BLANKING
PIN 5

IL -

0451
2SCIF128

VERT OulPut

.-r

----1LpiNCUSHIGN BOA R0

0401

--1) C4II

I0
--a-SERV ICI SWI CH

14 $RI 2
'3 9

1431

Anv

03

AI

Al2-4

*7.4 EMI

0805

El+ IN

8+ 110,

SOURCE

g6

BIAS1R42!

VERT

',ow

C409

4.7K

RII5

21K

1C101

AFT SWITCH

+120

AFT

586016

5153 1540

DELAY

RF ACC

AFT BALANCE

ILL

04112

C411

8+ 20.

+12V REG.

2SCI226IP,O,Rt

0805

I.5A

RE

VOL!'

OBOI

2SAst4A
R410 12K VERT DR IVER

-w"

Kew

BCD 120

16

DECEMBER 1976

QUASAR

T401

* IOW
R428
5C0

ART.
HOLD

VERTICAL

11808

POWER SUPPLY
1803 5.0K

25521IM

0803
RIGUU1TOR

1111

Color TV Chassis

E

I

NOTE "SETS WITH MECHANICAL TUNING' RE AGC TO TUNERS IS
FORWARD BIAS (PIN 1 CIRCUITB , JUMPER IN b POSITION..
"SETS WITH VARACTOR TUNING" RF AGC TO TUNERS IS
REVERSE BIAS IPIN 5 CIRCUITRY JUMPER IN a POSITION,.

1

C41:6

OWE

C805 +
22M1

CR471

ii.T17867261

1TRIO

``

SUPER MODULE'49IPLAST WITH UNIVERSAL PANEL "SF

A5-3

R401 2.7K

C109

COMPLETE MANUFACTURERS' CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS
AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION FOR 5 NEW SETS

C

C

I L.

A5 6 PINS
A10 PRINS

All 6 PINS

11i

USED

NOT

0801

CICI3

TS -959

B

0301,0302,0303
0401.0401 8 0501

0305, 0305
0307, 0502

8

0201.0451 It 0551

16 PIN
16 PIN
14 PIN
16 PIN

IYPICAL IC

........
IC151
IC201
IC301

24 PIN

IC101

IC601

1102. 1103. 1105
1151, 8 1152,
1201 81203
1401 8 T501

1.1113 & L101

166656-t

TYPICAL CONNECTORS

[66-6-61 1-566n

Al
A6

A7

Dalt

AlPINS
AIS

ir. t

rt
!trio Virg
CONY. 4 PINS A2 4 PINS

A126 PINS
DY 6 PINS

83

3 PINS
3 PINS
4 PINS
3 PINS
3 PINS

AR

A9 4 PINS
013 SPINS
SW601

AFT

I.

INTENSITY

IN STA-MAT IC SWITCH

SUPER INSTA-MATIC SWITCH

HUE

4.11 ill all

PICTURE BRIGHT

TOP VIEW

ICH

USED

NOT

TTT TTT TTT TTT
PICTURE
1

8853 560

DEGAUSSING
COIL

LBW

It 2 9 MANUAL POSITION
2 8 3 PRE-SET POSITION

'7'

7
`,Zile'

SW?
.T3 -OFF

SWITCH

TO

PILOT
LIGHTS
(TUNER(

141

AFT

Mot

1

37

.012

C 850151

SHUT D.INN

4

1

C416

r VERT IC,

CK

.NERv (RIAU

0004
M2IC/R

COMPOSITIt rmw

i.toR11
Al C
0501

+130V

IO POINT 03

IC151

AN326
AFT (AFC(

026

VIF

0509

8516

088

L513

VERT YOKE

17425 820

WW

HORIZONTAL

12mF

.1414

1005

411

HOR 11. USC

25A564A 10,8I

0501

051.13

f511 4.7K022

22

1523

'11

1405

LIN.

3

I8K

AW

CI37
.0022

4-13/A,

R121 470

1502

0520

1000

C133

110

.0021

05(6

.014

3
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II

FG

E

D

C

A

H

6525

s.,..so

D21 022

L606

.001

DY-I

tso1

519 3 3

196010

HIA

Tool

I

1808

t

001

L513

90912 663E

DY-I

6'

C5I8

-1

I

1

SUPER MODULE

317 1120

.6

II" la"

-

9521 1.5K

APN NW-

-

...1._

)-A

01-4

I

501

TS501

P5262.2
R526

3.3M11

-,

C522 *

DI

4.7WI

I

DSO/ ID -3
4

C52I

L6I0

IMSII

SOURCE

li

_LI

41(

I

I

t-

TOE ...

TOGS

,Er 13+ 71W

A17-6

T0 SUPER MODULE

HOPI/160AI
...BUNKING

+IN

.44.1-1;.1-1)--r--PP 3+

"" 8520 390K

i R527 I5K

TODI 17001 -poi

R524 1003

IOMF

c÷6

R629 370

8630 271

B9

ICIR

4

8352 5 1

0301

IOMF

TS( INV
SYNC

E31

TO

11:;,1

42321

SHARPNESS

KR,

SR

R31915 ADDED TO CKT BY CUTTING JUM PER.

C3071

1

68K

9331
TT

8822

C308

560

R323
IOU

PRE-SET
PI%
LO LITE

9644 10(
ANY

PI% _ 2K

RE -

.. PICTURE

L. D.R.

-

- "PER SONAL MUCH" 1 S. I.M.1

la PI%

,CUT /101001

R320 MANUAL

+12V

I M IINSTA -MAI ICI SETS USE POTTED LINESFOR CIRCUIT.

R337

IN

SETS ONLY.

NOTE: 933E 11..D.R I USED IN S. I.M. (SUPER IN ST A-MATICI

SIAM-3 .MM

A2-1

A2-2

1111

05

CRIN ID E0 OUT

ASSEMBLY

MC

.

ANODE

3

I

1

Co

,,,,,,,,,e, 1:0,,u,

I

I

nv

6,-...."-.' CR1

180

6313

;74

163

04

1G 1 G

U

CAN
I

RED

K

K

INT

SUB

El

PIN 15

10111

TO

BRIGHTNESS

R12

P326

PRI-s

13R 1691

SUB

120

r

(13144

BOARD

NDI-1

PINCUSHION

FROM

NI

BOARD

706
30

30

R705

LINES

TOP VERT

HOR12 A

1.701

VERT..LINES

RIGHT SIDE

TOP/BOT

C701

1-4J.1

N- D1-

PINCUSH

TO

ND

BOARD 'ND"

COMPONENT SIDE

AS VIEWED FROM

L

BOARD

"

02 r2

L70210

9103 180

C7

10

BOARD

4

DI -1

n" C9

VOLTAGE

I

'DN7,5

2

IVR7g.
120
0701

IF

3

07026

A11-5

AI -2

A11-4

A11-3

-I

FROM PINCUSHION

BUNKING

HORIZONTAL

PIN 5

TO IC301

1116711 AT 1114

9731

R421

1019iffICAL,
JUNCI.

AB/ VOLTAGE
FROM PINCUSeYCN

INTENSITY

OK

CONVERGENCE

48

I00

R318

9310

SW/ITCH

SERVICE

SW301

L301

11

9333

0303
254119
VIDEO OR IVER

560

R369 180

44;1

410

C

ki.

-

2.7145
1/l

R31116(k

F.

Gt

C6

051

2.1

FROM HOR 11

FI

36

26

9360 IM

r05

rat 0206 100V OP

F.

G

000 99

106166

600 599

SOO 599

amoon

200 299
100.308

ISO III

flIJERFSITEDESIGNATIOB

121- ZERO SIGNAL (TUNER BETWFAA CHANNELS)
16V - AIR SIGNAL.

ALL VIDEO AND COLOR WAVEFORMS TAXER WITH A MOE

UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED RESISTORS ARE 10116

LA IM MIND ICAIE CONNECT IONS FOR REMOTE

1111911 TO /ARTS LIST.

CAPACITOR VALUES LESS THAN ORE IN Ml, ALL OTHERS IN
PF. CAPACITANCE VALUES SRLT ARE.51100110111THIMIATIC
DIAGRAM. FOR COMPLETE DESCRIPTION DI CAPACITORS,

4

AND CONTROL SETTINGS.

I) SHAPE ANO PEAK -TO -PEAK AMPLITUDES MAY VARY DE
"MOM ON CALIBRATION, TYPE OF TEST EQUIPMENT USED.

BAND SCOPE AND A PROSE WITH LOPFSIPOT CAPRON' 1111TO

3

NAL

WAVEFORM MEASUREMENTS - TAKEN WITH A STANDARD
GATED RAINBOW TYPE COLOR OAR PATTERN RECEIVER AD
MISTED FOR NORMAL VIEWING AS IN TRANSMITTED AIR SIG
2,

WHERE TWO III VOLTAGES ARE SHOWY, THEY REPRESENT
VOLTAGE WITH AND WITHOUT SIGNAL ASTFOLLOWS

SETTING. -SOME VOLTAGE READINGS MU VARY WITH ASSO
CIATED CONTROLS SETTINGS AND SIGNAL STRENGTH.

AC INPUT TO RECEIVER 122V. CONTROLS AT NORMAL

ACCURATELY CALIBRATED VTIMY

VOLTAGE MEASUREMENTS. EXCEPT WHERE NOTED,
TAKEN FROM POINT INDICATED TO CHASSIS WITH AN
1.

TNaw

Perm S.N.I6

Mom

19.6.64.1

VAR.!

VIM

MEN.

IF/AFT

ASSOCIATED CIRCUIT

HAY sr60 sys50 snannon n.Mnaterti*

Ent, component 0 idensinr0 mob s rrIsnmee nurnSm me pr..
Irtn Ise 92011 nnsh ,, snatisd eo Yens. P. TM MYTH ...Hs

IMPORTANT NOTES

BTU DRIVE

R365

110

PLO OUTPUT

2SCI507

OR

0305
2SC1119

R363 270

C1_155 EA__70

APRITA

10

367

GRN OUTPUT

OK

0301
2SCI819

DRIVE ZSC1507

RED

R368
200

2761507
RED OUTPUT

R366 180

C354

123

C 59 M

389 0306
50
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What d'ya mean, you can't fix CBs?
Introducing the Sylvania ECdtB10-4 service kit.
26 semiconductors that can turn CB problems into profits.
guide that comes with the kit tells you the
Until now, the toughest problem in handling
right ones to use as replacements.
CB repair jobs was getting the right reWith the CB10-4 most of your
placement part.
parts needs are right at your
Now, we've put the solution

to 1,047 of these parts problems in one kit that will fit right

fingertips. And you can get
the others in the same place

on your bench.
The CB10-4 kit has 23 tran-

Sylvania distributor.

sistors and 3 integrated circuits
that are the most frequently needed
replacements in transceivers and other
CB equipment. And the interchangeability

you bought the kit-at your

We're helping you make it.

OD SYLVAN IA

The easy-to -read

630 makes
learning easy.
The Model 630 V -O -M is priced

at a thrifty $78.
The rugged, general purpose Triplett
Model 630 is the kind of dependable
V -O -M that both teachers and
students appreciate. And for the same
reasons the electronic and electrical
maintenance professionals do.
Uncompromising accuracy. Sturdy
lightweight (only 3 lbs. with batteries).
Simplified single switch operation
holds errors to a minimum, and diode
overload protection for the meter
suspension movement reduces the
chance of tester damage when
mistakes do occur.

CAUTION ON HIGH VOLTS

With long, clean scales covering 27
ranges in only four arcs, the Triplett
Model 630 is remarkably easy -to -read.

It's packed with major features:
1. Diode overload -protected
suspension movement V -O -M;
single range switch minimizes
error.
2. 4 Ohmmeter range with 4.4
ohms center scale.

3. Simplified scale-only 4 arcs
for all 27 ranges.
Sensitivity is 20,000 Ohms per Volt
DC, 5000 Ohms per Volt AC.
Accuracy is an excellent 2% on DC,
and 3% on AC. Measures resistance
to 100 megohms, with 6,000 Volt
AC and DC capability.
Handles DC microamperes 0-60, and
DC milliamperes 0-120, both at 250
mV, and can read DC amperes 0-12.

Rugged black molded plastic case
with removable black leather carrying
strap. All this for just $78.
Get the same convenience and
operating advantages plus 11/2% DC

tative to give you a free demonstration
of the tester that fits your needs.
You'll be glad you did. So, do it
today. Triplett Corporation,
Bluffton, Ohio 45817.

accuracy and mirrored scale with the
Triplett Model 630-A, priced at
only $90.
See them for yourself. Just ask a
Triplett distributor or sales represen-

TRIPLETT

ALL YOU'LL EVER NEED IN V -O -M's.

Triplett. The easy readers.
...for more details circle 103 on Realer Service Card
...for FREE demonstration circle 104 on Reader Service Card

